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CABLE TELEVISION: A REGULATORY DILEMMA
INTRODUCTION
At its inception in the late 1940's, cable television' (CATV) was
welcomed as a means to achieving an integrated national television
structure. Using a relatively simple system composed primarily of a
large antenna and coaxial cable, CATV brought television to people
in areas situated beyond the range of broadcast television transmitters
which were then located almost exclusively in large cities. Viewers in
communities lying outside major urban areas were provided better
reception and a larger selection of signals than was previously pos-
sible. Cable television, however, far more than merely providing an-
other means of carrying broadcast television signals, has the long
range potential for revolutionizing the media by the formation of a
new national communications network, which some experts have re-
ferred to as the "wired nation.'" With the ability to carry twenty to
sixty or more channels, cable systems will be able to satisfy fully
the demands of broadcast signal carriage and still have remaining a
large number of unused channels.' These channels could be utilized
to provide a nonbroadcast bandwidth whose function would be to
serve individual communities and, ultimately, the nation with a self-
contained interactive cable network.4
Even in its most rudimentary application, CATV's nonbroadcast
operations could provide essential communications services for the
communities it serves. Unlike broadcast television, whose program
format is restricted to scheduled presentations, CATV can make its
services available on demand. In its August 5, 1971, regulatory pro-
1 Cable television is defined by the Federal Communications Commission as a "com-
munity antenna television system." 47 C.F.R. li 74.1101(a) (1971).
2 Smith, The Wired Nation, The Nation, May 18, 1970, at 582.
In fact, according to experts, with present technology cable may be able to carry
as many as 80 channels. Id. at 584. Twenty channel systems now in operation may be
expanded to any range of capacity at low incremental cost. L. Kestenbaum, Common
Carrier Access to Cable Communications: Regulatory and Economic Issues 13, March 19,
1971 (unpublished report prepared for the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications,
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, New York City) [hereinafter cited as Kestenbauml.
4 In response to the Commission's request for comments on its proposed CATV rules
(Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of Inquiry, 15 F.C.C.2d 417, 441-43 (1968) )
(discussed in text at p. 336 infra), Control Data Corporation and the Industrial Electronics
Division of the Electronics Industry Association (IED/EIA) first proposed creation of a
national broadband communications system. The IED/EIA, in its presentation, "The Future
of Broadband Communications," regarded "such systems as being of 'national resource'
dimensions and the development of these resources as a national goal." Comments of
IED/EIA, FCC Docket No. 18397, Oct. 27, 1969, at 1. It projects development of a
switched video telephone system similar to AT&T's "Picturephone," but with computer
access and facsimile reproduction units, and a nonswitched broadband cable network
(BCN) with a limited return bandwidth to accommodate specific subscriber requests and
responses. Discussed in H. Goldin, The Cable Problem: Alternative Regulatory Policies
28-40, Aug. 1970 (unpublished report prepared for the Sloan Commission on Cable
Communications, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, New York City).
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posals, to be effective as of March 1, 1972, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) observed that:
The structure and operation of our system of radio and
television broadcasting affects, among other things, the sense
of "community" of those within the signal area of the sta-
tion involved. Recently governmental programs have been
directed toward increasing citizen involvement in commun-
ity affairs. Cable television has the potential to be a vehicle
for much needed community expression. 8
CATV's direct connection with the home of each subscriber would
play an important role in preserving community cohesion and in
developing specialized local interests. Fulfillment of this service po-
tential might appreciably dispel the sense of alienation brought about
by both the isolation of urban living and the one-way nature of the
television medium.
CATV can distribute either live or taped programs directly over
the cable to a well defined audience. For instance, broadband cable
programming can be directed to political divisions such as congres-
sional and school districts without overlapping into other constitu-
encies or communities. The presentation of local news, special events,
political campaigns and governmental information services would pro-
vide a means for achieving greater community awareness.° Nonbroad-
5 This conclusion was included in the most recent cable regulatory proposals which
were presented in a 55 page letter to Senator John 0. Pastore, Chairman of the Senate
Communications Subcommittee, and Representative Torbert H. MacDonald, Chairman of
the House Subcommittee on Communications and Power. Commission Proposals for
Regulation of Cable Television, 31 F.C.C.2d 115, 127 (1971). The proposals put forward
followed months of special hearings and review and form the most comprehensive state-
ment on the subject. Each of the policies on which agreement was reached "[was] designed
to be part of a single package because each has an impact on all the others. . . ." Id. at
116. These aspects of cable regulation include carriage of television broadcast signals, use
of nonbroadcast cable channels, technical standards, and federal, state and local jurisdic-
tional responsibilities. Since the results of final documents will not be released until the
latter part of 1971, the Commission urged Congress to consider its proposals in the interim.
6
 Such service is especially crucial in areas not served by over-the-air television where
viewers must rely solely on broadcasts from adjacent communities or states for, at best,
minimal coverage of local news and events. In urging passage of a bill providing for
regulation of CATV, Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., of New Jersey, noted that
within the entire state of New Jersey—the most densely populated state in the
Nation—there is not a single VHF television station, and that UHF television
broadcasting is extremely limited in both scope and geographic coverage. Thus
New Jerseyites must rely largely upon the good will of broadcasters in adjacent
states for coverage of events in New Jersey, and I am sorry to say that this
coverage is woefully lacking. Our neighboring State of Delaware suffers from
this same situation, one to which CATV can offer an effective alternative.
117 Cong. Rec. 13065 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1971) (remarks of Senator Williams on introduc-
tion of S. 2427). The FCC has been aware that CATV exposure would reduce the cost
of political campaigning, thereby making the electoral process more democratic. First
Report and Order, Docket No. 18397, 20 F.C.C.2d 201, 209 (1969). As part of the
FCC's proposals of August 5, 1971, the FCC would require operators to allocate, on a
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cast services need not be limited to presentations of governmental
interest or operator-originated news. Public access to the cable media
would provide a much needed outlet for local self-expression. Matters
of concern to the community or major subcommunities within the
overall societal complex could be presented by local groups or citizens
seeking a forum to express their views.' Subscribers would be able to
watch their neighbors participate in PTA meetings, forums, panel
discussions and even local drama or concert presentations. Entertain-
ment programming, provided by commercial users, could be presented
to viewers on leased channels. 8
 The technology of CATV already per-
mits delivery of programs to specialized users within a community,
such as attorneys, bankers, doctors and clergymen. Special unscram-
bling devices would be used to insure that such programming would
be delivered exclusively to the predetermined audience. Similar de-
vices could be used to direct educational and instructional programs
to institutions such as schools, hospitals and churches.°
In its most advanced form, nonbroadcast services would provide
two-way switching devices to facilitate the rapid exchange of data
and information between the subscriber's unit and central switching
mechanisms, data storage banks and computers. Such a system would
be easily adaptable to the needs of special interest groups and insti-
tutional users who would be able to communicate directly with each
other over exclusive channels. In general, the potential for individual
homes to function as virtual communications centers in which the
subscriber could both send and receive information may very well
abrogate McLuhan's fear that the media is becoming the message.
With the installation of consoles combining the functions of telephones,
developmental basis, free use of a channel by state and local governments for five years
after completion of the basic trunk line. 31 F.C.C.2d at 128.
7
 To open up "new outlets for local expression [and promote] added diversity in
television programming," the FCC plans to "require that there be one free, dedicated,
noncommercial, public access channel available at all times on a non-discriminatory basis."
31 F.C.C.2d at 128.
8
 The new proposals (see note 5 supra) will allow cable operators to lease channels
to commercial users to the extent that such leasing does not interfere with the first pri-
orities of public access, education and governmental use. Id. at 128-29. According to a
study made by the Sloan Commission, programmers on leased channels may be com-
pensated by one or more of several revenue sources: commercial advertising, subscriber
payments for programming, public or non-profit funding and cable system support.
There is reason to hope that presentation of low cost community interest programming,
carried on a system offering equal tuning convenience and transmission to VHF-TV,
will enable cable users to attract acceptable audience levels. Kestenbaum, supra note 3,
at 25.
9 Together with "the promotion of added diversity in television programming .. .
and the increased information services of local governments," one of the basic goals of
the Communications Act for which cable may be responsible is "the advancement of
educational and instructional television." 31 F.C.C.2d at 128. Accordingly, the FCC
plans to allocate a channel for such purposes on the same basis as the local government
channel.
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computer teletypewriters, facsimile printers and, of course, television
screens, a subscriber could request and instantaneously receive what
he wants to see or have transmitted in facsimile. He could also respond
to specific questions and express views on commercial programming
or issues of community interest.
Reference in recent FCC proposals to some of the foreseeable
uses of two-way communication indicates a growing public recog-
nition of CATV's potential importance. The Commission has noted
that " [s]uch two-way communication, even if rudimentary in nature,
can be useful in a host of ways—for surveys, marketing services,
burglar alarm devices, educational feed-back, to name a few."" More
imaginative projections of nonbroadcast uses include highly sophisti-
cated applications of cable's two-way capacity." With respect to edu-
cational and cultural matters, CATV may be instrumental in reviving
the Socratic method of individualized teaching by making possible
direct student-teacher contact. Furthermore, it would facilitate library
use through reception of books or other publications either as page-
by-page visual images or as exact facsimile copies. Other institutional
purposes, such as the social care of invalids and the elderly, would
also be served by CATV's capacity to transmit diagnoses and pre-
scriptions over the cable. Police and traffic surveillance, credit card
checks, employment information and an electronic substitute for mail
delivery are just some of the other services that would be available
for public use. Private users could use channels for shopping, meter
reading, video telephone calls and participation in political issues and
topics of current local interest. Moreover, cable delivery of facsimile
newspapers and requested data would provide the home and business
user with rapid reception of general news and concise information on
selected topics or events.
Even the most advanced of CATV's functions is now within the
reach of present technology. The Commission has indicated that two-
way communication "is apparently now feasible at a not inordinate
additional cost, and its availability is essential for many of cable's
public services." 12 The imminence of these potential services, how-
ever, raises serious questions concerning the possibility that CATV
technology may surpass effective regulatory control. Without posi-
tive governmental action, both in the administrative and legislative
branches, the projected benefits of CATV's nonbroadcast uses may
never be fully realized. Although investment in the development of
CATV's nonbroadcast services must be encouraged, it must be done
without sacrificing adequate safeguards designed to preserve com-
munity interests.
to Id. at 130.
11 See note 4 supra.
12 31 F.C.C.2d at 129-30,
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I. THE FCC's CONTROL OVER CATV
A. The Ban on Distant Signals
The Federal Communications Commission stresses that, in the
near future, nonbroadcast utilization of CATY's low cost multichan-
nel capacity may be both instrumental in achieving the goals of com-
munications policy as well as consistent with the economic incentives
of the cable operator. "Indeed, it may be the critical factor making
for cable's success."" Nevertheless, simply recognizing the potential
benefits of cable development or its prospective profitability will not
produce hoped for results. In order to provide new services, CATV
must generate surplus profits to finance additional facilities, equip-
ment and personnel." Significant CATV penetration into the one
hundred largest television markets, containing more than ninety per-
cent of the nation's population," is necessary to produce the revenue
needed for such outlays. Although most of these metropolitan areas
enjoy adequate reception of local signals," CATV operators could
induce subscriber support by offering programming carried on distant
signals. In fact, according to recent studies, "distant signal importa-
tion alone is sufficient to change dramatically the likelihood of CATV
penetration to almost 50% of all TV homes in the country."i 7
Despite favorable market conditions, CATV growth has been
hindered by administrative and legislative commitment to full scale
18 Id. at 127. According to a study made by the Brookings Institute, some supple-
mental services proposed for CATV will generate revenues in excess of incremental
costs, and others will equal incremental costs imposed on the system; therefore, the social
gains from CATV will be realized by market forces. J. McGowan, R. Noll and M. Peck,
Prospects and Policies for CATV 25, March, 1971 (unpublished report prepared for the
Brookings Studies in the Regulation of Economic Activity, The Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C.) [hereinafter cited as Brookingsl. Operators would develop access
rates to cover direct costs of equipment and personnel attributed to the service plus a
return on investment, discounted by return expected from additional subscriber fees.
Kestenbaum, supra note 3, at 22.
14 One of the major issues of the Brookings study concerned the market place
incentives necessary to induce development of CATV's potential nonbroadcast uses. The
study found that:
Any notion that CATV could be a major instrument for change is predicated,
of course, on its wide spread use. The "surplus" of such a system would be its
profits over and above those necessary to induce CATV investment. Unless such
a system generates high profits there will be no surplus available to finance new
services.
Brookings, supra note 13, at 1.
13 The list of the top 100 markets is composed largely from the American Research
Bureau's 1970 prime time households ranking.
I5 Only in several large cities, such as New York, where buildings often interfere
with broadcast signals, is over-the-air reception a major problem.
17 Brookings, supra note 13, at S. A recent Rand Memorandum agrees that CATV
thrives where several broadcast stations cannot be received satisfactorily with a simple
indoor antenna; therefore, importation of distant signals is necessary to make CATV
economically viable. Feldman, Cable Television: Opportunities and Problems in Local
Program Origination 19 (Rand Corp. Memorandum, Sept., 1970).
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support of UHF-TV development." Having convinced Congress that
UHF broadcasting was "not only the best but the only practical way
of achieving an adequate commercial and educational system in the
United States,"" the FCC spurred passage of a law requiring all
new television sets to include a UHF tuner. 2° Concern over the grow-
ing concentration of power in the hands of the VHF networks led to
government efforts to open up the UHF spectrum as an alternative
source of programming which would emphasize the local viewpoint."
Ironically, the FCC sponsored this development of UHF-TV with
the hope of realizing the very same goals that it later recognized could
more adequately be achieved by "opening up cable's potential to
serve the public. . . )322
The imposition of regulatory restraints on CATV was a con-
comitant of these efforts to promote UHF-TV. FCC jurisdiction was
predicated on the grounds that CATV constituted unfair competition
and was likely to cause a substantial adverse impact upon the con-
tinuance of "free" television service 28 The Commission's primary
18 When first confronted with the efforts of the broadcast industry to contain CATV
growth, the FCC refused to assume jurisdiction. 26 F.C.C. 403, 427-28 (1959). Reexam-
ination of CATV's potential impact soon followed and, by 1963, the Commission asserted
jurisdiction to hear cases involving application for CATV microwave relay facilities. Carter
Mountain Transmission Corp., 32 F.C.C. 459, aff'd, 321 F.2d 359 (1962), cert. denied,
375 U.S. 951 (1963). In 1966, the FCC assumed jurisdiction over both microwave fed
and off-the-air CATV systems. Second Report and Order, 2 F.C.C.2d 725 (1966). The
Supreme Court upheld the Commission's authority in United States v. Southwestern
Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968). Sec discussion at p. 345 infra.
18 H.R. Rep. No. 1559, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1962); S. Rep. No. 1526, 87th
Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1962).
20 47 U.S.C. 4 303(s) (1970).
21 Scarcity of space on the VHF broadcasting spectrum band, together with the
high costs of producing programs and transmitting over-the-air signals, has created an
oligarchical broadcast television structure. A Rand Memorandum explores this problem
in some detail. The problems of spectrum scarcity and high costs bad restricted the
number of VHF commercial broadcasting stations to 499 by the end of 1968. L. Johnson,
The Future of Cable Television: Some Problems of Federal Regulation 1-2 (Rand
Corp. Memorandum, Jan., 1970). According to the Commission, the authorized station
count increased to 522 during the 1969 fiscal year. Federal Communications Commission,
35th Annual Report/Fiscal Year 1969, at 122.
22 31 F.C.C.2d at 115.
23 See Chazen and Ross, Federal Regulation of Cable TV: The Visible Hand, 83
Harv. L. Rev. 1820 (1970). Copyrighters claimed that cable carriage of broadcast pro-
grams amounted to use of their products without compensation, and that distant signal
importation spoiled their chances for later sale of imported programs to a local station.
Broadcasters complained that any competition from cable-carried distant signals was
unfair since cable systems "pirated" their programming while broadcasters paid in full.
Id. at 1823-24. The Justice Department has consistently opposed the FCC's application
of the "unfair competition" argument to the cost savings which adhere to CATV opera-
tions. In support of its position, the Department notes that the FCC has "turned over
to broadcasters publicly-owned spectrum at no charges, and allows them to use it at
nominal charges . . . . Under the Commission's analysis, this constitutes 'unfair com-
petition' by broadcasters against all other media of communications, including CATV."
Comments of the United States Dep't of Justice, FCC Docket No. 18397-A, Dec.
7, 1970, at S.
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concern was the effect of distant signal importation upon the audi-
ence and revenues of local UHF stations. The commissioners foresaw
a need to "thoroughly examine the question of CATV entry into the
major markets, and authorize such entry only upon a hearing giving
reasonable assurance that the consequences of such entry would not
thwart the achievement of the congressional goals [of encouraging
UHF developmentj."21 Consequently, a rule was adopted which, by
preventing CATV operators from importing distant signals into the
top one hundred television markets, denied them their principal
selling weapon in major urban areas."
B. The FCC's Change in Posture toward CATV
The Commission's attempt to further the development of UHF"
by curtailing the expansion of CATV has had little success. As re-
cently as 1969, one half of all UHF network affiliates and all but two
independents were still losing money." As a result, despite the ban
on CATV's use of distant signals, UHF operations have been unable
to offer more diversified programming or to provide effective community
services." Increasing dissatisfaction with the failure of UHF to achieve
its early promise was indicated by a change in regulatory policy."
24 2 F.C.C.2d at 776.
zo The adoption of the distant signal rule, 47 C.F.R. § 74.1107 (1971), was reported
in 2 F.C.C.2d at 769 (1966). This regulation followed two other major rules reported
in the First Report and Order, 38 F.C.C. 683 (1965). These rules, known as the manda-
tory carriage and nonduplication rules, are listed at 47 C.F.R. § 74.1103 (1971). Accord-
ing to an order of priorities based on signal contours, CATV systems must carry all
local broadcast television signals and refrain, upon request, from carrying any program
of a distant station on the same day as its broadcast by the local outlet. Under the more
recent rule, a CATV operator in one of the nation's major metropolitan areas can no
longer import distant signals unless he is able to prove in an evidentiary hearing that
such importation would not "be inconsistent with the public interest, taking into account
particularly the establishment and healthy maintenance of television broadcast service
in the area." 47 C.F.R. I 74.1107(c) (1971). Petitions for waivers or special relief may
be filed pursuant to the procedures set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 74.1109 (1971). By preventing
CATV operators from offering diversified programming, the rule has, in effect, curbed
the entry of CATV into the major markets.
26 The FCC proposed to hinder further the use of distant station signals by imposing
a retransmission consent requirement. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Inquiry, 15
F.C.C.2d 417 (1968). See text discussion at p. 344 infra.
27 Brookings, supra note 13, at 21-22. The aggregate lass approximates $43 million.
28 The primary reason for the failure of UHF is lack of capital resources. With
existing sources of advertising revenue nearly depleted, there is not enough available
revenue to support an independent UHF station. This problem is made especially acute
by the recent ban on cigarette advertising. 15 U.S.C. § 1335 (1970). Lacking an adequate
financial base, UHF stations have been unable to afford the expensive equipment needed
to transmit the weaker ultra-high frequency signals. As a result, UHF outlets generate
signals of inferior strength and clarity. Moreover, UHF cannot meet the expense of
securing existing television programming with which to gain a significant share of the
urban market. Long term exclusive arrangements between copyright holders and UHF
broadcasters have restricted UHF program fare primarily to reruns of prior network
shows.
29 Prior to the August 5, 1971, proposals, the FCC had proposed "that CATV systems
in the top 100 markets in addition to local signals, may carry lour distant independent
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While still maintaining its interest in protecting local broadcast tele-
vision, the FCC has adopted a more encouraging posture toward the
cable industry. The objective of the current proposal is "to get cable
moving so that the public may receive its benefits and to do so without,
at the same time, jeopardizing the basic structure of over-the-air
television."B° Underlying this reversal of policy is the recognition "that
cable can make a significant contribution toward improving the na-
tion's communications system—providing additional diversity of pro-
gramming, serving as a communications outlet for many who previously
have had little or no chance of ownership or of access to the television
broadcast system, and creating the potential for a host of new com-
munications services."'
In resolving the fundamental question of the number of distant
signals that cable should be permitted to carry, the FCC agreed upon
a specific formula which it hoped would realize the newly announced
objectives. While CATV systems in large cities would be allowed to
import at least two television broadcast signals from other cities, they
would be required to give first priority to carrying the signals of UHF
stations.82 The FCC was confident that development of nonbroadcast
signals, but will be required to delete commercials from independent distant stations
and replace them with commercials provided by local stations." Preference would be
given to independent UHF stations. Second Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice
of Inquiry, 24 F.C.C.2d 580, 582 (1970). According to a Sloan study, importation of
distant signals would increase the system's worth, but the commercial substitution re-
quirement would more than offset the benefit. Moreover, hidden considerations, such
as commercial transfer costs and complex commercial scheduling problems, would preclude
implementation of this requirement. J. Adler and J. Karl, The Financial Impact of Pro-
posed Federal and State Regulations on a Typical CATV System 7-11, March 16, 1971
(unpublished report prepared for the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, Al-
fred P. Sloan Foundation, New York City). Recognizing that this proposal and an earlier
one based on retransmission consent (see note 26 supra), "simply will not wash," the
Commission replaced them with the August • 5, 1971, proposals. 31 F.C.C.2d at 117.
80 Id.
31 Id. at 115.
82 Under the new proposal the mandatory carriage rule would be revised to require
carriage of the signals of all stations licensed to communities within 35 miles of the
CATV community; where markets overlap, an adjacent market station would have to
be carried if there were "significant" over-the-air viewing of the signal in the cable
community. Since it was found that "[ clonsistent with other public interest considera-
tions, cable viewers should have at least a minimum number and choice of signals,"
the FCC determined that distant signals could be imported to meet specified standards.
31 F.C.C.2d at 120. CATV systems in the top 50 markets would have to carry three
full network stations and three independents; in the next 50, the requirement would be
three networks and two independents; in other markets, it would be three network sta-
tions and one independent. CATVs in the top 100 markets would be permitted to carry
two signals over and above their requirements, but distant signals carried to provide
minimum service would be counted against these additional signals. In smaller markets,
CATV would be allowed to import only enough signals to meet minimum standards. To
improve prospects for UHF-TV stations, cable systems in the top 100 markets would
have to import an independent UHF from within 200 miles, if possible. The second
imported signal would not be restricted as to point of origin. Sports events blacked out
locally could not be shown by importing distant signals. 31 F.C.C.2d at 117-26.
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services would be assured by conditioning CATV's right to import
distant signals upon acceptance of an "obligation to provide for sub-
stantial nonbroadcast bandwidth. 783
 Accordingly, the FCC plans to
require cable systems to provide equal bandwidth for broadcast and
nonbroadcast uses." With the financial success of CATV hopefully
provided for by the FCC's ruling on distant signals, a second and
perhaps more crucial problem has preempted the controversy sur-
rounding cable television. This issue, which first emerged with pro-
posals requiring operators to originate their own programming, involves
the authority of the FCC to regulate or even compel use of nonbroad-
cast channels. Included within current proposals are the policy argu-
ments upon which the FCC justifies its assertion of authority over
the nonbroadcast bandwidth:
Having provided for these access channels, we turn to the
question of the regulation of the public access and other
channels presenting non-broadcast programming. First, we
believe that such regulation is properly the concern of this
Commission. This is not just because we have required the
creation of such channels and specified their initial or con-
tinuing priority. As stated, the channels are designed to ful-
fill Communications Act purposes and are integrally bound
up with the broadcast signals being carried over the system.
It is by no means clear that the viewing public will be able
to distinguish between a broadcast program and an access
program; rather, the subscriber will simply flick across the
dial from broadcast channels to public access or leased chan-
nel programming, much as he now selects television fare.
Further, the leased channels will undoubtedly involve inter-
connected programming, via satellite or interstate terrestrial
facilities, matters that are within the Commission's jurisdic-
tion. Similarly, it is this Commission that must make the
decisions as to conditions to be imposed on the operation of
pay channels, and we have already taken steps in that direc-
tion."
Despite the apparent soundness of these arguments, cable operators
have shown an unwillingness to submit to FCC regulation; and, it
is likely that they will challenge those aspects of the current rules
which prove adverse to their interests. Although they have not en-
joyed any success in convincing the courts to deny the FCC jurisdic-
tion over carriage of broadcast signals, CATV interests have been
able to thwart preliminary attempts to regulate nonbroadcast services.
The FCC's failure to implement the rule compelling program origina-
83 Id. at 127.
84 Id. at 128.
85 Id. at 130.
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tion illustrates CATV's effectiveness in frustrating the Commission's
efforts in this area of regulation."
II. THE PROGRAM ORIGINATION RULE
A. Objectives of Program Origination
The Commission first expressed an interest in CATV program
origination during a major market hearing concluded in 1968." Hav-
ing denied a San Diego cable television company the right to import
signals from Los Angeles," the FCC decided to encourage cable
origination of local affairs programs as a "nonharmful diversification
of sources of local viewpoints."" Accordingly, a test of unrestricted
CATV program origination in the San Diego market was permitted;
nevertheless, still wary of unforeseen risks posed by cablecasting,
the FCC excluded advertising from originations in order to protect
UHF revenue sources."
The potential for filling the void left by UHF-TV's failure to
increase the number of local outlets was only one reason for the FCC's
emphasis on CATV development. The Commission also recognized
other positive contributions that only CATV could provide. Cable
transmission increases the public's choice of programs while leaving
valuable spectrum space available for other demands, such as land-
mobile radio use." Secondly, since CATV is not restricted by limited
channel capacity, it can provide different types of programs or ser-
vices on some channels without affecting service simultaneously pro-
vided on others. Moreover, while the community or local signal of
the typical broadcasting station can at best serve a large, poorly
defined audience, CATV's cable connection allows for precise service.
The Commission has recognized that the community CATV station
can truly be a local outlet.' Furthermore, since CATV is financed
through subscription fees, the FCC determined that local entrepre-
neurs would be more likely to present programs of minority interest
on some channels without having to worry about attracting enough
36 This rule appears at 47 C.F.R. § 74.1111 (1971). 47 C.F.R. § 74.1101(j) defines
"cablecasting" as programming distributed on a CATV system by a CATV operator or
by another entity, exclusive of broadcast signals carried on the system.
37 Midwest Television, Inc., 13 F.C.C.2d 478, 503-08 (1968).
88 The Commission decided that "unlimited CATV expansion carrying Los Angeles
signals would probably preclude or substantially impair potential UHF development in
San Diego and frustrate the Commission's allocations to the detriment of the public
interest." Id. at 501-02.
88 Id. at 503.
4° Id. at 506.
41 "[T]he demand for mobile radio for both public safety and business purposes
far outstripped the projections which had been made [in the general spectrum allocations
proceedings of the late 1940's]." As a result, there has been increasing demand for
spectrum space. Cox, The Federal Communications Commission, 11 B.C. Ind. & Com.
L. Rev. 595, 612 (1970).
42 13 F.C.C.2d at 505.
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viewers to make individual programs commercially successful. Finally,
CATV program origination would furnish diversified programming
without raising questions of "unfair competition" posed by the im-
portation of broadcast signals from another market."
The success of the San Diego test resulted in a "Notice of Pro-
posed Rulernaking" which suggested adoption of the program origi-
nation requirement.'" Contained within this proposal was a possible
secondary application of CATV nonbroadcast service. As an adjunct
to its ability to originate programs, CATV could also serve the com-
munity by leasing empty channels on a common carrier basis. It was
suggested that the "public interest would be served by encouraging
CATV to operate as a common carrier on any remaining channels
not utilized for carriage of broadcast signals and CATV origination." 4b
According to the FCC, direct public access to the television me-
dium would provide a twofold benefit. Independent programmers, un-
able to afford time on broadcast television, would be given an ,
opportunity to present programs of their own choosing free from owner
control. In contrast to over-the-air television, where spectrum scarcity
has dictated adherence to similar commercially proven formats, cable's
multiple channel space would permit innovation and experimentation.
Secondly, at the other end of the cable, viewers would enjoy addi-
tional diversity in program choices and services." Since program-
ming on these channels is likely to be directed to specialized interests,
commercial broadcasting stations would not suffer significant decreases
in audience levels. 47
 What the FCC failed to mention was that com-
mon carrier operations would facilitate the advent of specialized
cable services such as two-way communications.48
 Common carrier ac-
cess for both private and public users alike provides the basis for
establishing the nonbroadcast delivery service currently envisioned
for CATV.
B. Burdens Imposed by the Program Origination Rule
Prepared to take such remedial action as it felt necessary, the
Commission decided, in October, 1969, to adopt rules designed to
"encourage" origination. Effective January 1, 1971, cable systems ser-
vicing 3500 or more subscribers would have to cablecast in order to
continue to carry broadcast television signals. 4° According to the Corn-
43 For a more complete discussion of CATV's potential benefits, see 13 F.C.C.2d at
505-06.
44 15 F.C.C.2d 417 (1968).
48
 Id. at 427. Although the FCC would not require common carrier operations, it
felt that a "local or State requirement might appropriately be imposed in this area." Id.
40 See 15 F.C.C.2d at 427 and 20 F.C.C.2d at 205-07.
47 In fact, according to Brookings, in a 20 channel system three common carrier
channels will get only a 2-3% audience share. Brookings, supra note 13, at 49-50.
48 See Johnson, supra note 21, at 55.
49 47 C,F.R. § 74.1111(a) (1971) was reported in 20 F.C.C.2d 201, 222-23 (1969).
The effective date was later postponed until April 1, 1971, to afford operators additional
preparation time. Memorandum Opinion and Order, 23 F.C.C.2d 825 (1970). The
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mission, the "public interest [would be] best served by conditioning,
where practicable, carriage of broadcast signals upon the requirement
of program origination."" While smaller systems, at least for the
present, could cablecast on a voluntary basis, larger operations would
be required to contribute a meaningful program alternative to their
subscriber's viewing selection. Thus, in addition to carrying local
broadcasts, the larger systems would have to operate "to a significant
extent as a local outlet by cablecasting and would have to make avail-
able facilities for local production and presentation of programs other
than automated services.'
The Commission argued that its rule was in accordance with a
basic tenet of communications policy which holds that "the widest
possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic
sources is essential to the welfare of the public."" This principle of
diversity was designed to encompass not only diversity of control over
the content of programming, but also diversity of program choices
available to the public. Since the requirement was primarily designed
to insure that community outlets would provide a "significant addi-
tional choice of programming,"" further regulation was imposed to
restrict CATV from entering into any arrangement which would pre-
vent or inhibit the use of "[cablecasting] facilities for a substantial
portion of time (including the time period 6:00-11:00 p.m.), for local
programming designed to inform the public on controversial issues of
public importance.""
The Commission found further application of this tenet necessi-
tated by a recent Supreme Court decision. In Red Lion Broadcasting
Co. v. FCC,65 the Court considered the constitutional and statu-
tory challenge brought by radio broadcasters against the FCC's impo-
sition of the "fairness doctrine" and the Commission's promulgation
of personal attack and political editorializing regulations." The FCC
Commission recognizes that its present cutoff point covers less than 10% of existing
systems, but the rule will cover most systems in the nation's large communities. Realizing
that more than 70% of the systems now originating each have fewer than 3,500 sub-
scribers, the FCC stresses that the cutoff point is not permanent. 20 F.C.C.2d at 213.
55 20 F.C.C.2d at 208.
51 47 C.F.R. I 74.1111(a) (1971). Some systems provide time, weather, news and
stock market quotations on excess channels. These services cannot be counted against
the requirement.
52 20 F.C.C.2d at 205, quoting Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20
(1945).
53 20 F,C.C.2d at 205-06.
54 This additional requirement in 47 C.F.R. $ 74.1111(a) (1971) is reported at
23 F.C.C.2d 825, 827 (1970).
55 395 U.S. 367 (1969).
56 The personal attack and political editorializing aspects of the fairness doctrine
were codified by the Commission subsequent to the commencement of the Red Lion
litigation. 32 Fed. Reg. 10303 (1967). In Radio Television News Directors Ass'n v. United
States, 400 F.2d 1002 (7th Cir. 1968), the Seventh Circuit ruled that these rules were
unconstitutional. The decision rested on the conclusion that:
In view of the vagueness of the Commission's rules, the burden they impose
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had accused Red Lion of failing to present both sides of public issues
and of denying individuals who had been personally attacked and
political opponents of candidates endorsed by the station a reasonable
opportunity for reply." The Court, in affirming the FCC's authority,
found that broadcasters had no First Amendment right to monopolize
the radio frequency to the exclusion of other citizens in the commun-
ity. Instead, licensees, "given the privilege of using scarce radio fre-
quencies," are to be treated as "proxies for the entire community,
obligated to give suitable time and attention to matters of great public
concern." 58
 The Court concluded that:
It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an
uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth •
 will ulti-
mately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization
of that market, whether it be by the Government itself or a
private licensee."
Although the "scarcity of frequencies" rationale underlying the
Red Lion decision is not equally applicable to CATV, the Commission
nevertheless found sufficient justification for imposing First Amend-
ment requirements on CATV operators. It determined that since re-
transmission of broadcast signals assures CATV of subscriber support,
regulation in pursuance of the public interest should be extended to
cover CATV program originations. The FCC also noted that CATV
systems have developed noncompetitive ownership patterns within in-
dividual service areas and, like broadcasters, have thus acquired mo-
nopolistic control over channels of access into subscriber homes. Ac-
cordingly, the same "fairness" requirements imposed upon television
broadcasters by Sections 315 and 317 of the Communications Act"
are now applicable to cablecasters as well. CATV operators must
provide equal time to political candidates," furnish a reasonable op-
portunity for presentation of conflicting ideas on issues of public
importance," and comply with sponsorship identification regulations."
Despite these restrictions, the origination rule is sufficiently flexi-
ble to allow a reasonable opportunity for cablecasting operations to
on licensees, and the possibility they raise of both Commission censorship and
licensee self-censorship . . the personal attack and political editorial rules
would contravene the first amendment.
400 F.2d at 1020. Finding that the rules "are both authorized by Congress and enhance
rather than abridge the freedoms of speech and press protected by the First Amendment,"
the Supreme Court reversed the Seventh Circuit decision. 395 U.S. at 375.
37 395 U.S. at 369-71.
68 Id. at 394.
00 Id. at 390.
00
 47 U.S.C. 315, 317 ( 1 970).
01 47 C.F.R. 74.1113 (1971).
62
 47 C.F.R. I 74.1115 (1971).
63 47 C.F.R. p 74.1119 (1971).
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become established." The rule noticeably lacks specific provisions
regarding technical standards, hours or origination, categories of pro-
gramming, and types of cablecasting equipment. To achieve greater
diversity, the rules were designed to permit the operator maximum
opportunity for innovation and experimentation." In light of this mo-
tive, the Commission refused to adopt proposals to limit operator
originations to one channel," and, instead, promoted CATV intercon-
nection "on a regional or national basis for any purpose, including the
distribution of entertainment type programming.16 ' Furthermore, the
Commission has not completely ruled out pay-TV operations on cable
systems. Higher monthly fees or per program charges can be made for
certain limited interest programs."
While not requiring common carrier operations, the FCC strongly
encourages the leasing of cable space to others as a means of promoting
diversity and local expression." In any case, the program origination
requirement will require owners to have on hand video cablecasting
equipment—thus ensuring the availability of origination facilities for
use by others on common carrier channels. The obligation of CATV,
like that of broadcast television, "to give suitable time and attention
to matters of great public concern," 70 can be fulfilled in part by in-
creasing the public's opportunity for television communication free
from operator control over program content.
C. Advertising Restrictions
To compensate for the additional expenses imposed upon CATV
operators by the origination rule, the FCC permits a limited amount
64 States and localities, however, may impose more stringent requirements, subject
to FCC approval. 15 F.C.C.2d at 425 & n.11.
a 20 F.C.C.2d at 214. Less than a year Inter, however, the Commission made plans
to narrow considerably the range of flexibility originally allowed CATV operators.
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 25 F.C.C.2d 38 (1970). If adopted, the proposed regu-
lations would require a minimum channel capacity, installation of two-way capability,
and provisions for community programming on an allotted channel. In addition, the
FCC planned to adopt technical standards designed to ensure quality of service and
sufficient compatability among systems to secure national as well as international inter-
connection. Accordingly, CATV operators would be required to "perform and report
certain performance measurements at least once a year." 25 F.C.C.2d at 42.
66 A one channel limitation designed to promote diversity of control was proposed
in 15 F.C.C.2d at 426-27. The Commission later decided not to adopt the proposal.
23 F.C.C.2d at 828.
07 20 F.C.C.2d at 207-08. The FCC's ultimate design appeared to be directed at
creating new television networks which would compete with present national systems.
00 The term "pay-TV" is not usually applied to the monthly cable subscription fees.
Pay-TV, whether over-the-air or by cable, refers to charges made for specific programs.
The FCC offers cable operators some opportunity to run a pay channel. 20 F.C.C.2d at
216. Such an operation is strictly regulated by 47 C.F.R. $ 74.1121 (1971).
00 20 F.C.C.2d at 205. The FCC states that common carrier access may ultimately
be required.
7° 20 F.C.C.2d at 209.
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of advertising on the origination channel.'" Projected costs of cable-
casting operations indicate the need for generating advertising revenue
in addition to subscription fees." Nevertheless, for the present, at least,
advertising is to be allowed only at "natural breaks" within a cable-
cast so that program continuity will not be interrupted." Policy
reasons seem to have dictated the Commission's reluctance to allow
full scale advertising on cable originations. The limitation of advertis-
ing to natural breaks both improves cable programming, by restricting
interruptions, and lessens the adverse effect on advertising revenue
available to local broadcasting stations. Even limited advertising, how-
ever, is desirable; it helps to defray some of the costs of origination
while at the same time offering local merchants a low-cost advertising
outlet.'
D. The Basis of the FCC's Authority to Impose the
Origination Requirement
The Commission bases its authority to regulate CATV upon a
broad statutory mandate issued by Congress." Section I of the Com-
munications Act of 1934 created the Federal Communications Com-
mission to unify national administrative authority over wire and radio
in order to "make available, so far as possible, to all the people of
the United States a rapid, efficient, Nationwide, and world-wide wire
and radio communication service . . . ."" The broad scope of this
delegated authority extends to "all interstate and foreign communica-
tion by wire or radio and all interstate and foreign transmission of
energy by radio, which originates and/or is received within the United
States, and to all persons engaged within the United States in such
communication or such transmission of energy by radio . . . .""
To achieve the goals of the Act, the Commission is directed to
"perform any and all such acts, make such rules and regulations, and
issue such orders, not inconsistent with this chapter, as may be neces-
sary in the execution of its functions."'" This mandate, which has been
upheld as "coterminous with the scope of agency regulation itself,""
makes it essential that the Commission have power to fulfill the specific
71 Id. at 215.
72 Stressing that CATV systems are free to originate without commercials, the FCC
claims that a broad subscriber base might permit production and distribution of pro-
gramming financed solely through subscription fees. Id. at 216.
73 This restriction is part of 47 C.F.R. § 74.1117 (1971), which regulates CATV
advertising. The FCC justifies imposition of restriction solely with regard to CATV
advertising on the grounds that broadcast television depends exclusively on advertising
revenue while CATV also receives subscription fees. 20 F.C.C.2d at 218.
74 20 F.C.C.2d at 218.
76 Communications Act of 1934, ch. 652 §§ 1 et seq., 48 Stat. 1064, as amended, 47
U.S.C. §§ 151 et seq. (1970).
76 47 U.S.C. § 151 (1970).
77 47 U.S.C. § 152 (1970).
78 47 U.S.C. 11 154(i), 303(r) (1970).
76 American Trucking Assn, Inc. v. United States, 344 U.S. 298, 311 (1953).
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obligations written into the statute. Paramount among these obligations
is the promotion of the public interest. In particular, the Commission
emphasizes its role of "encouraging the larger and more effective use
of radio ... as public convenience, interest, or necessity requires ..." &D
and providing "a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio
service . . . among the several States and communities . . . .""
The Commission has attempted to apply these statutory provi,
sions to CATV in furtherance of its goal of providing additional outlets
in as many communities as possible. Although CATV is not specifically
mentioned in the Act, the Commission has maintained that the pro-
gram origination rule was a necessary adjunct to the effective per-
formance of its statutory responsibilities. The Commission recited in
its "Notice of Proposed Rulemaking" 82
 that its "authority to regulate
the use of broadcast signals as a base for CATV program origination
encompasses power to adopt regulations reasonably designed to pre,
vent such operations from having detrimental consequences to the
public interest and to promote their development along lines likely to
maximize the potential benefits to the public!'
In essence, the FCC has maintained that its statutory authority to
regulate the use of broadcast signals entitles the Commission "to look
to and evaluate the rend use', to the extent reasonably necessary" to
perform its duty of protecting the public interest." Since CATV
operates substantially by distributing interstate broadcast signals, the
FCC has asserted constitutional and statutory authority to prohibit
CATV systems from using these signals in a manner contrary to the
Commission's stated objectives." As far as the cable viewer is con-
cerned, reception of broadcast programs and CATV originated mate-
rial is indistinguishable. Thus, according' to the Commission, the end
use theory authorizes it to control all aspects of CATV from broadcast
signal carriage to operator originated programming. For this reason,
"unified regulation is necessary if the Commission is to fulfill its re-
sponsibility of making adequate television service available to all
people of the United States on a fair, efficient and equitable basis.""
 OPPOSITION TO THE ORIGINATION RULE
A. Broadcaster's Objections
Both over-the-air broadcasters and CATV operators have ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with the intended program origination re-
quirement. Wary of the potential competition of CATV origination ;
broadcast interests have urged that cablecasting be restricted to public
80 47 U.S.C. § 303(g) (1970).
81 47 U.S.C. 307(b) (1970).
82 15 F.C.C.2d 417 (1968).
88 Id. at 422.
84 13 F.C.C.2d at 504.
85
 Id.
86 Id. at 504 n.26.
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service programming on a nonadvertising basis." The argument raised
by broadcasters is that prohibition of CATV origination "is necessary
to prevent potential fractionalization of the audience for broadcast
services and a siphoning off of program material and advertising reve-
nue now available to the broadcast service."" Implicit in this argument
is the fear that CATV origination would jeopardize the public interest
by threatening the public's continued reception of "free" programs.
The FCC has been cognizant of the threat to the public interest
posed by the loss of "free" over-the-air television service. Whereas
CATV can reach the majority of the nation's population, it cannot
serve outlying, sparsely populated areas where it will be economically
infeasible or where viewers cannot afford or are unwilling to pay for
the services." Nevertheless, the Commission failed to see any factual
basis for believing that such a loss would result. CATV is not yet
in an economic position to challenge established broadcasting enter-
prises." Moreover, even where limited advertising is allowed to help
defray the costs of origination, cries of alarm appear unjustified. CATV
advertising, in terms of rates, is much more analogous to the adver-
tising typical of radio than to that of VHF or UHF television."
Recognizing that broadcast television may eventually be affected
by CATV origination, the FCC nevertheless has concluded that the
public should not be "deprived of an opportunity for greater diversity
merely because a broadening of selections may spread the audience
and reduce the size of the audience for any particular selection.""
Only where the result is a net reduction of television service does either
loss of audience or advertising revenue concern the public interest's
Any minimal decrease in broadcast service would be adequately com-
pensated by the increased diversity of program choice resulting from
local CATV origination as well as continued broadcast signal carriage.
Apparently, the FCC feels that the fair competition between broad-
cast television and CATV resulting from program origination on
CATV systems would be beneficial to the public interest. Both enter-
prises, the FCC claims, stand on an equal footing in acquiring pro-
gram material." However true this assumption may be, cablecasting
could loosen the grip that the networks have been able to exert over
87 20 F.C.C.2d at 202. Broadcasters fear that an enlarged subscriber base might in
the future enable CATV to outbid free television for the most attractive programming.
88 Id.
89 Moreover, continuation of conventional broadcasting serves the public interest
by providing a competitive check against policies of cable operators. L. Johnson, The
Future of Cable Television: Some Problems of Federal Regulation 64 (Rand Corp.
Memorandum, Jan., 1970).
90 20 F.C.C.2d at 203.
91 Id. at 217.
92 Id. at 203.
93 Id. The FCC bases this conclusion on prior court rulings. See FCC v. Sanders
Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470 (1940); Carrol Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 258 F.2d
440 (D.C. Cir. 1958).
94 20 F.C.C.2d at 203.
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the industry. The end result would be greater community control over
the television communications media. In pursuance of this objective,
the Commission adopted a rule prohibiting cross-ownership of CATV
systems and broadcast television stations." The FCC remained con-
fident that any problems raised in the broadcasters' objections to
program originations could be prevented by appropriate regulation."
B. CATV's Objections
CATV proponents have not opposed the concept of cablecast-
ing. They agree that program origination is in the public interest,
and operations with sufficient capital have expressed a willingness to
cablecast on a voluntary basis." What CATV operators do oppose are
the inequities of a requirement denying systems with over 3500 sub-
scribers each any choice but to cablecast as a condition to carrying
local broadcast television signals." The broad sweep of such a rule
fails to recognize that the demand for local origination varies accord-
ing to the needs and opportunities of the individual market. In cities
like New York, where there already exists intense competition for
the viewing audience, it is unlikely that CATV could finance accept-
able programming that would attract additional subscribers.' The
industry indicated that, to be economically viable under the proposed
origination rule, CATV's urban operations, in addition to carriage of
local stations, must be allowed to import signals from distant stations.
Local program origination even with the assistance of limited advertis-
ing will not garner enough financial support to make CATV commer-
cially stable.'"
95 47 C.F.R. § 74.1131 (1971) is reported at 23 F.C.C.2d 816 (1970). A further
notice proposed to exclude cross ownership of CATV and local radio stations and news-
papers. In addition, rulemaking was suggested to limit multiple ownership of CATV
systems. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and of Inquiry, 23 F.C.C.2d 833 (1970).
99 20 F.C.C.2d at 204; 23 F.C.C.2d at 829.
9T 2() F.C.C.2d at 202; 23 F.C.C.2d at 825-26. There is some question as to whether
the FCC could have prohibited cable origination. As a prior restraint, such a ruling might
have been in violation of the First Amendment. See Red Lion, where the Court con-
tended that "the FCC is free to implement [the requirement that licensees use their
stations for discussion of public issues] by reasonable rules and regulations which fall
short of abridgement of the freedom of speech and press, and of the censorship pro-
scribed by § 326 of the Act." 395 U.S. at 382.
us 20 F.C.C.2d at 202.
99 New York City viewers receive one educational, three network, and four inde-
pendent stations. As a Sloan study has noted, even the fine educational station (Chan-
nel 13) in New York City seldom registers more than 1% of the viewing audience.
See, J. Adler and J. Karl, The Financial Impact of Proposed Federal and State Regula-
tions on a Typical CATV System 13, March 16, 1971 (unpublished report prepared for
the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, New York
City). Equipment costs can vary from $20,000 to $200,000. For quality live program-
ming in black and white, equipment and installation cost $40,000. The annual cost of
personnel to operate the facility varies from $26,500 on a 21 hour schedule per week
to $34,000 on a 42 hour week. Id. at 12.
100 While the costs of cablecasting may be a fraction of the expense of over-the-air
broadcasting, CATV systems, nevertheless, do not have the resources to finance quality
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The Commission, not entirely convinced of CATV's arguments,
made plans to adopt even more stringent distant signal measures than
were already in effect. As part of the same "Notice" in which the
cablecasting rule had been proposed,'°' the Commission expressed its
future intention to require CATV systems operating within the top
one hundred markets to obtain retransmission consent from originat-
ing broadcast stations before importing signals from beyond the mar-
ket being served by the CATV operator. 102 For the present, however,
faced with increasing demands for evidentiary hearings requesting
waivers of the distant signal rule, the Commission decided to "freeze
out" altogether CATV's use of distant signals.'" The immediate aim
of the Commission's action was to insulate local UHF stations from
competition by completely stripping CATV of its principal marketing
weapon in major cities.'" By forcing CATV to provide its own pro-
gram material, it was hoped that CATV and over-the-air television
would enter separate fields—i.e., local innovative or experimental of-
ferings and mass appeal entertainment programming, respectively; 1"
programming. CATV operators in urban areas must be allowed to carry distant station
signals. See, N. Feldman, Cable Television: Opportunities and Problems in Local Program
Origination vii (Rand Corp. Memorandum, Sept., 1970).
101 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of Inquiry, 15 F.C.C.2d 417 (1968).
102 Id. at 432-41. The FCC determined that the best way of eliminating the unfair
competition threatened by CATV's free use of distant signals was to impose a retrans-
mission consent requirement. Although the ultimate objective may, as the FCC main-
tained, have been in the public interest, the proposal arguably contravened a Supreme
Court ruling which refused to apply copyright liability on CATV operations. See Fort-
nightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc., 392 U.S. 390 (1968). Under the pro-
posed rule, copyright owners under contract with licensee broadcasting stations could
determine whether consent should be given. As Eugene V. Rostow, Chairman of The
Presidential Task Force on CoMmunications Policy (1968), told the House Subcommittee
on Communication and Power: "What I have seen of the FCC's position is that it seems
to be trying to bring copyright back in despite the Supreme Court's decision (that a
CATV operator is not liable for copyright charges on the basis of the 1909 copyright
law)." 25 Cong. Q. Almanac 767 (1969).
103 15 F.C.C.2d at 434. The Commission decided to terminate the burdensome
market hearings until further action is taken either by Congress or the FCC.
104 The Commission later proposed the "deletion-substitution" formula as an al-
ternative to retransmission consent. 24 F.C.C.2d 580 (1970). It stated at the time that
its "prior approach on retransmission consent was to 'fence in' markets to protect UHF
but that [such an approach] does not affirmatively promote its development." 24
F.C.C.2d at 581-82.
105 The long range goal of the Commission's actions may have been to prod
Congress into passing legislation establishing copyright payment for CATV operations.
The FCC promised not to take final action "until an appropriate period is afforded to
determine whether there will be congressional resolution of this crucial issue of unfair
competition. . . ." 15 F.C.C.2d at 433. Legislation was introduced which would have
vitiated the effect of Fortnightly, and compelled CATV to pay copyright fees. In De-
cember, 1969, the Copyright Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee reported
out a general copyright bill, S. 543. After an unfavorable response and subsequent
revision, Senator John L. McLellan reintroduced the bill as S. 644, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.
(1971). Section 111 of the bill may accommodate the FCC's August 5th proposals with
regard to broadcast signal carriage. The bill establishes "adequate television service"
standards (subsection (c)(3)(A),(B)) similar to the FCC's minimum services require-
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and that as CATV began to offer its own programs, it would stop
drawing viewers interested in broadcast television."° Unable to se-
cure any significant relief from the Commission,'" CATV turned to
the courts to challenge the FCC's authority to enforce its regulatory
scheme.
IV. LITIGATION OVER THE ORIGINATION REQUIREMENT
A. The Southwestern Doctrine
In resolving the threshold question of whether the FCC has
sufficient statutory power to meet unanticipated developments in the
broadcast industry, courts can draw on a substantial body of prece-
dent. In fact, prior to the jurisdictional struggle involving program
origination, the courts had assumed that "[underlying the Communi-
cations Act of 1934] is recognition of the rapidly fluctuating factors
characteristic of the evolution of broadcasting and of the correspond-
ing requirement that the administrative process possess sufficient flexi-
bility to adjust itself to these factors."' Aware of the nature of the
statute's intent, the Supreme Court determined that in "the context
ments and allows an increase in the number of signals carried subject to FCC approval
(subsection (e) (2)(B)), Within the signal quotas, CATV would be granted a compulsory
license, subject to certain restrictions (subsection (c)), and would be required to pay
copyright fees based on a sliding scale from one percent of the subscriber revenue in
small systems to five percent in large systems (subsection (d)(2)). While the bill may
alleviate the impact of the distant signal ban, the law nevertheless relies on retransmis-
sion consent. Provisions contained in the bill would bar cable operators in major markets
from importing programs for which the local broadcasters hold exclusive contracts
(subsection (c)(4)(B)).
The bill does not seem viable. Copyright owners most likely would prefer to nego-
tiate the amount of copyright payment. In addition, the FCC has opposed the attempt to
regulate CATV via copyright as a usurpation of its function. (Subsection (e) (1) provides
that, with certain limited exceptions, "on and after January 1, 1973, all Federal, State,
and local laws and regulations restricting the right of a cable system to make secondary
transmissions in any case made subject to compulsory licensing by this section are
preempted by this title.") In response to a request by the Senate Commerce Committee
for review of Section 111 of S. 543 (the predecessor to S. 644), Dean Burch, Chairman
of the FCC, replied that the bill would have a "substantial impact on our broadcast-
cable television regulating policies" and criticized the "attempt to deal in such detail with
a dynamic, changing field such as is here involved." Instead, he hoped that the copy-
right bill would simply bestow upon CATV systems a compulsory license and "leave
the remaining communications policy matters for resolution by the Commission in
appropriate rule making and other proceedings, or by the Congress through general
CATV legislation and subsequent agency regulation." 117 Cong. Rec. 1377-78 (daily ed.
Feb. 17, 1971) (letter of Dean Burch introduced by Senator Pastore).
1°6 Botein, The FCC's Proposed CATV Regulations, 55 Cornell L. Rev. 244, 257
(1970). The plan might result in the loss of some viewers from broadcast television but
the siphoning off would be limited because of the subscription fee. Id.
107
 The Commission denied CATV systems reconsideration of the cablecasting re-
quirement. 23 F.C.C.2d 825 (1970).
108
 FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U.S. 134, 138 (1940); accord, National
Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943); Red Lion Broadcasting
Co., Inc. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969); Philadelphia Television Broadcasting Co. v.
FCC, 359 F.2d 282 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
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of the developing problems to which it was directed, the Act gave the
Commission not niggardly but expansive powers."'"
A test of the breadth of this authority as it affects CATV arose
in San Diego soon after imposition of the distant signal rule,' 1° Pend-
ing a hearing on the merits of a complaint brought by Midwest Tele-
vision, Inc., a local broadcaster, the FCC had restricted expansion of
CATV service, including that of Southwestern Cable Company, by
limiting distant signal carriage from Los Angeles to subscribers in
the areas in which CATV already operated." A petition for appellate
relief brought by the local cable companies crystallized the jurisdic-
tional dispute over CATV. In an attempt to retain their business
viability, they averred that the Commission lacked the authority to
issue the order in question. The Ninth Circuit's determination"' favor-
able to CATV was reversed by the Supreme Court in United States v.
Southwestern Cable Co.,'" which held that the broad language of the
Communications Act entitled the Commission to jurisdiction over
CATV and that the prohibitory order did not exceed or abuse the
FCC's authority.114
The Southwestern decision laid to rest any question concerning
the Commission's authority to regulate CATV's use of broadcast sig-
nals in a manner ensuring the availability of adequate over-the-air
television service. 115
 Since, as noted above, a CATV enterprise operates
primarily by distributing interstate broadcast signals, the entire opera-
tion falls within the purview of the Act "even where . . . the intercepted
signals emanate from stations located within the same State in which
109 319 U.S. at 219.
110 Also in question were the special relief procedure rules. See note 25 supra.
111
 Midwest Television, Inc. 4 F.C.C.2d 612 (1966). Midwest Television received
temporary relief under 47 C.F.R. § 74.1109(1) (1971) because the Commission saw reason-
able grounds to support the station's fear of audience fragmentation and an accompany-
ing reduction in advertising revenue. Since the foreseeable consequence would be a
curtailment of local television service, the FCC viewed the cable companies as operating
in conflict with the public interest.
112
 Southwestern Cable Co. v. United States, 378 F.2d 118, 120 (9th Cir. 1967).
113
 392 U.S. 157 (1968).
124 Id. at 178, 181.
115
 A contemporaneous decision, contrary to the lower court's holding in South-
western, had clouded the issue. In Buckeye Cablevision, Inc. v. FCC, 387 F.2d 220
(D.C. Cir. 1967), the court upheld the FCC's power to issue cease and desist orders
under the distant signal rules. Regulation was found not to be an illegal prior restraint
under the First Amendment since such restraint was reasonably required to effectuate
the public interest requirements of the Communications Act in regard to CATV. With
particular reference to CATV's use of broadcast signals, the court found that it would
"frustrate the purpose for which [the Act] was brought into being [if Congress had
attempted] an itemized catalogue of the specific manifestations of the general problems
for the solution of which it was establishing a regulatory agency." Id. at 225, quoting
National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 219 (1943).
It thus appears that the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals reached an
opposite result from that of the 9th Circuit Court in Southwestern. An attempt to resolve
this conflict is found in Comment, CATV Regulation—A Complex Problem of Regulatory
Jurisdiction, 9 B.C. Ind. & Cora. L. Rev. 429 (1968).
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the CATV system operates."'" The Court followed the guidelines set
down in earlier decisions:
We have elsewhere held that we may not, "in the absence of
compelling evidence that such was Congress' intention .. .
prohibit administrative action imperative for the achieve-
ment of an agency's ultimate purposes." ... There is no such
evidence here, and we therefore hold that the Commission's
authority over "all interstate ... communication by wire or
radio" permits the regulation of CATV systems.'"
Subsequent application of the Southwestern doctrine effectively demon-
strated the Commission's authority to impose restrictions on CATV's
use of broadcast signals.'" Nevertheless, these cases did not reach the
question of the extent of the FCC's statutory authorization to regu-
late CATV's potential nonbroadcast uses. Resolution of this issue was
to face a federal circuit court several years later in an action brought
by Midwest Video-Corporation challenging the Commission's program
origination rule.
B. The Midwest Video Litigation
On July 28, 1970, Midwest Video Corp. filed a petition in
the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals for review of the cablecasting
requirement.' 10
 Several of Midwest Video's cable systems operating
in Missouri, New Mexico and Texas each served more than 3500 sub-
scribers and were therefore governed by the origination requirement.
Like other CATV operations, the corporation had entered into business
with the purpose of offering potential subscribers a more efficient tele-
vision service. Midwest Video protested that it had no intention or
desire to cablecastm but that, under the new rule, it could no longer
continue to function as a carrier of television broadcast signals unless
it also operated "to a significant extent as a local outlet by cablecasting
,121
Again, the legal issue which confronted the court concerned
the extent of the statutory authority vested in the FCC. Here, the
dispute centered on the Commission's power to condition CATV's
116 392 U.S. at 168-69.
117 Id. at 177-78.
118
 In Midwest Television, Inc. v. FCC, 426 F.2d 1222 (D.C. Cir, 1970), which
was decided on the basis of the Southwestern case, the court agreed that there was
"adequate support for the conclusion that there would be substantial penetration from
an expanding CATV, with a harmful impact of such penetration on assumed UHF
service and audience." Id. at 1228. Finding that "the Commission's position as thus
stated is a permissible one," the court upheld the FCC's measures to restrict cable
growth. Id. at 1227.
119 The requirement consists of the orders of FCC Docket No, 18397. This docket
includes 15 F.C.C.2d 417 (1968), 20 F.C.C.2d 201 (1969) and 23 F,C.C.2d 825 (1970).
The case was ultimately reported in 441 F.2d 1322 (8th Cir. 1971).
120
 441 F.2d at 1328.
121
 Id. at 1324, citing 47 C.F.R. § 74.1111(a) (1971).
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use of broadcast signals upon performance of a nonbroadcast func-
tion—that is, program origination. The Commission asserted authority
to impose the cablecasting requirement pursuant to its obligations to
the public under the Communications Act of 1934. 122 Midwest Video,
on the other hand, denied that authority to prescribe the cablecasting
rule was vested in the FCC, either by the Act or otherwise. 123 Despite
the weight of precedent, the court resolved the issue in favor of the
petitioners and set the requirement aside. The court concluded that
"the FCC is without authority to impose the program originating
rule on existing cable television operators."12"
The decision followed an examination of the established param-
eters of the Commission's authority to regulate CATV. Since CATV
had come into existence nearly two decades subsequent to the adoption
of the Communications Act, 125 no direct authority over cable was
conferred in the FCC. Moreover, while Congress clearly intended to
give the Commission broad regulatory powers over broadcast televi-
sion, repeated attempts to enact legislation covering CATV had failed
to meet with success. 126 Without congressional guidance, the court di-
rected its attention not to the question of whether Congress had the
power to regulate CATV, but, rather, to whether it had in fact given
such regulatory powers to the FCC. 127 As interpreted by the Eighth
Circuit, the Supreme Court's decision in Southwestern had strictly
limited the Commission's authority to adopt rules applicable to CATV
systems. The Supreme Court had upheld the Commission's authority
to "issue 'such rules and regulations and prescribe such restrictions
and conditions, not inconsistent with law,' as 'public convenience, in-
terest, or necessity requires.' "128 Nevertheless, the Court suggested a
basis for narrowing the scope of the FCC's discretionary power:
There is no need here to determine in detail the limits of the
Commission's authority to regulate CATV. It is enough to
emphasize that the authority which we recognize today under
§ 152 (a) is restricted to that reasonably ancillary to the ef-
122 47 U.S.C. H 151 et seq. (1970).
123 441 F.2d at 1323.
124 Id. at 1328. Judge Gibson, concurring, thought that while the FCC might have
authority, its order was "confiscatory and hence arbitrary." Id.
125 The first cable television operation was begun in the late 1940's in Lansford, Pa.
125 441 F.2d at 1324. The Southwestern Court dealt with this issue:
In 1966, the Commission informed Congress that it desired legislation in order
to "confirm [its] jurisdiction and to establish such basic national policy as
[Congress] deems appropriate." . . In response, the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce said merely that it did not either agree or
disagree with the jurisdictional conclusions of the Second Report, and that
"the question of whether or not . . the Commission has authority under
present law to regulate CATV systems is for the courts to decide .
392 U.S. at 171.
127 441 F.2d at 1324.
128 Id. at 1325, quoting 392 U.S. at 178.
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fective performance of the Commission's various responsi-
bilities for the regulation of television broadcasting.'"
Although recognizing that the Act's provisions are applicable to
CATV operations, Midwest Video was careful to limit the extent of
this authority to that "reasonably ancillary" to the Commission's re-
sponsibilities in the broadcasting field. IBO
The court in Midwest Video approached the authority problem
by examining the extent of the nexus between CATV and broadcast-
ing. Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc.,' an earlier
inquiry by the Supreme Court into CATV's role in television com-
munications, suggested a resolution. In refusing to hold Fortnightly
liable for copyright infringement, the Court stated that "the function
of CATV has little in common with the function of broadcasters." 182
In effect, the Court analyzed the precise activities in question. Since
"[Nroadcasters select the programs to be viewed [while] CATV sys-
tems simply carry, without editing, whatever programs they receive,"
the Court held that "CATV operators, like viewers and unlike broad-
casters, do not perform the programs that they receive and carry."133
Instead, a cable system functions merely as a transmitter—a "passive
beneficiary" of the broadcast signals that are within the public do-
main.
Midwest Video also relied on the fact that CATV, unlike broad-
cast television, is licensed by state or municipal regulatory boards."'
Unconvinced by the Commission's argument that it had primary juris-
diction over CATV operations,'" the court concluded that this view
represented an "encroachment on state and municipal rights to fran-
chise CATV." 1 " In so doing, the court observed that neither had
Congress authorized federal preemption of state and municipal au-
thority nor had the Commission maintained a right to license CATV
operators.'" In contrast, federal preemption of the licensing of tele-
vision broadcasters is specifically "spelled out in the statute."'"
Since CATV cannot be included with broadcast television as a
federally licensed performer of programs, it is not equally subject to
the Commission's regulatory powers. Yet, Southwestern had found a
129 Id. at 1324-25, quoting 392 U.S. at 178.
180 Id. at 1326.
181 392 U.S. 390 (1968).
132 Id. at 400.
133 Id. at 400-01,
184 441 F.2d at 1326.
135 The FCC asserts "that State or local regulations or conditions inconsistent with
these Federal regulatory policies are ... preempted." 20 F.C.C.2d at 223.
130 441 F.2d at 1326.
137 Id. In 23 F.C.C.2d at 829, the Commission expressly delayed consideration of
the licensing question. The latest proposals admit "that federal licensing at this time
would place an unmanageable administrative burden on the Commission." 31 F.C.C.2d at
136.
188 "Provisions with respect to periods for which licenses may be issued and stan-
dards to be applied in granting licenses arc spelled out in the statute." 441 F.2d at 1326.
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nexus sufficient to establish some authority in the Commission. Mid-
west Video ultimately identified this link as being "primarily eco-
nomic."'" While the FCC maintained that its "end use" theory was
compatible with its statutory authority, the Midwest court felt that
"the Commission's origination requirement [went] far beyond the
regulation of the use made of signals captured by CATV as authorized
in Southwestern Cable Co."14° In sharp contrast to its earlier objective
of curtailing "deleterious competition from CATVs which would fi-
nancially cripple conventional licensed broadcasters and discourage
prospective broadcasters," the Commission now regards the encourage-
ment of such competition as beneficial to the public interest.'
The court in Midwest Video did not fail to recognize the possi-
bility that the origination requirement might benefit the public."'
Unlike the Commission, however, it accorded greater weight to the
possibility that the role might inflict irreparable harm upon the CATV
industry and ultimately upon the public as well. As Fortnightly indi-
cates, CATV presently serves the public interest by making television
available in areas where distance and topography otherwise impair
favorable reception." The origination requirement would have neces-
sitated substantial expenditures for additional equipment and trained
personnel. The burden of these outlays was magnified by the limited
reach of the normal CATV operation. There existed then "a distinct
possibility" that the rule would, in fact, have damaged the public
interest by forcing CATV operators to increase rates and, in some
instances, by driving them out of business altogether."
Ultimately, the court determined that promoting the public in-
terest did not provide a sufficient statutory basis for justifying the
Commission's application of the "end use" theory.145 The requirement
that CATV operators engage in the entirely distinct business of pro-
gram originations was found to be an arbitrary extension of the
132 Id.
142 Id. at 1327.
141
 Id. at 1327-28. "Competition with conventional television operators is encouraged
by requiring cablecasting and permitting advertising with certain limitation; all over the
strong protest of licensed broadcasters." Id. at 1328.
142
 Id. at 1327. "[T]he public interest standard of the Communications Act incor-
porates the basic national policy in favor of competition as expressed by the antitrust
laws in areas such as this where the competition does not relate to the use of the radio
frequency spectrum." Id.
14a 392 U.S. at 399.
144 441 F.2d at 1327.
146 Id. The court directly confronted the Commission's reliance on FPC v. Trans-
continental Gas Pipe Line Corp., 365 U.S. 1 (1960). While the Supreme Court had
allowed the FPC to consider the end use of gas, it had expressly limited the exercise of
this jurisdiction. "The Commission cannot order a natural gas company to sell gas to
users that it favors; it can only exercise a veto power over proposed transportation and
it can only do this when a balance of all the circumstances weighs against certification."
365 U.S. at 17. Thus, the "end use" theory should not be advanced as a rationale for an
unrestricted grant of power.
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regulatory powers recognized in South2vestern. 196 As Midwest Video
observed, " [t]he Communications Act confers no authority to the
Commission to favor one mode of electronic communication over
another.""T CATV was established strictly as a carrier of broadcast
signals and it continues primarily to serve that function. Under the
contested rule, cable operators would have been encouraged to com-
pete with broadcasters. In fact they were offered no choice other than
"between the rock and the whirlpool—an option to forego a privilege
which may be vital to [their] livelihood or submit to a requirement
which may constitute an intolerable burden. 71"8 In addition to finding
no authority in the Act for the origination rule, the court saw "no
balance of public interest which [required] stretching the Act. . . »149
Since, as held in Fortnightly, CATV's connection with broadcast
television is merely that of a transmission facility, there was no juris-
dictional basis for compelling an operator to step over the line into
the field of broadcasting.
C. Immediate Consequences of the Ruling
The Midwest decision, in addition to forcing the FCC's suspen-
sion of the cablecasting requirement,' put in question "the extent
of the Commission's jurisdiction to regulate [other] aspects of cable
that do not reach to its economic impact on broadcasting. . . . ),151
Although regulations dealing with mandatory carriage and distant
signal importation remain viable, the court's holding renders uncertain
the validity of proposed or considered regulations regarding nonbroad-
cast functions, such as common carrier operations and the development
of two-way communications services. The Commission has filed a pe-
tition for certiorari seeking judicial review of the Eighth Circuit
decision.'" There is a possibility, however, that Congress may render
the issue moot. Proposals for legislative action covering cable televi-
sion have appeared since 1966. Recently, there has been renewed
146 The extent of the arbitrariness is illustrated by the FCC's implied admission that
it has "no accurate estimate of the increased cost that would be involved," and "that
there is no consensus as to the appropriate cutoff point or ability to provide origination."
441 F.2d at 1325. See 20 F.C.C.2d at 209-13.
147 441 F,2d at 1327.
148 Id., citing Frost & Frost Trucking Co. v. Railroad Comm'n of Cal., 271 U.S.
583, 593 (1925).
146 Id. at 1326.
150 Public Notice, F.C.C. 71-577, May 27, 1971, 36 Fed. Reg. 10876 (1971). Since
the court did not pass on the power of the FCC to "prescribe reasonable rules for such
CATV operators who voluntarily choose to originate programs" (441 F,2d at 1326), the
other FCC rules governing cablecasting remain in effect. 47 C,F,R. §§ 74.1113 et seq.
(1971).
151 Statement of Dean Burch, Chairman of the FCC, presented in a paper before the
Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee, on June 15, 1971,
reprinted and entitled "Cabletelevision: Growth and Future Evolution," at 13. Conse-
quently, Burch asserted that "we [the FCC] are currently seeking Supreme Court review
of the scope of our authority." Id,
162 Petition for cert. filed, 40 U,S.L.W. 3182 (U.S. Oct. 19, 1971) (No. 71-506).
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interest and it appears to be only a matter of time before explicit legis-
lation will be enacted granting specific power to the FCC, or perhaps
some other agency,'" to regulate CATV. For this reason, the impact
of Midwest Video might be short-lived; nevertheless, the ruling may
prove to be the catalyst necessary to hasten passage of comprehensive
legislation.
Adoption of such legislation would most likely be applauded by
both the Commission and CATV interests. The FCC has repeatedly
emphasized that it "would welcome congressional guidance as to pol-
icy and legislation conferring direct general authority over CATV.” 1 "
On the other hand, CATV owners would benefit from knowing the
bounds within which administrative regulation must operate. Tradi-
tionally, an administrative agency empowered by the broad statutory
mandate granted the FCC has been able to define its own jurisdictional
limits!' If Supreme Court review should result in reversal of the
Midwest Video holding, the Commission would be entitled to interpret
the ancillary authority established in Southwestern as justifying broad
unrestricted jurisdiction over the cable industry. Specific legislation
would limit the exercise of the Commission's power by delineating
specific regulatory powers.
V. FUTURE LEGISLATIVE PROSPECTS FOR CATV
A. How Should CATV Be Regulated?
Despite the growing concurrence of opinion that specific legisla-
tion is needed, no systematic governmental approach to CATV regu-
lation has yet been adopted. This lack of consensus has not been the
result of apathy; on the contrary, increasing concern over CATV is
indicated by both congressional hearings on the Commission's pro-
posed rules156
 and the recent introduction of CATV bills in national
and state legislatures.'" The delay in enacting a comprehensive na-
153 The President has established the Office of Telecommunications Policy as an
executive branch of the White House, in part, to explore CATV regulation. Exec.
Order No. 11556, 3 C.F.R. 158 (1971), 47 U.S.C. 305 (1970). See text at pp. 364-67 infra.
154
 15 F.C.C.2d at 421; 20 F.C.C.2d at 202.
155
 See, General Telephone Co. v. FCC, 413 F.2d 390 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 396
U.S. 888 (1969), which sustained the Commission's power to require a certificate of
public convenience and necessity for the construction of distribution facilities to provide
channel service to CATV systems. The court of appeals found that the Commission, in
exercising its powers, has "acted within the scope of the Act and consistently with the
broad purposes of the Act by treating its responsibilities as comprehensive and perva-
sive." 413 F.2d at 401.
155
 In the August 5, 1971, CATV policy letter, FCC Chairman Dean Burch stated
that:
In accordance with our commitment in my testimony before the Senate
Communications Subcommittee on June 15, 1971—reiterated before the House
Communications and Power Subcommittee on July 22, 1971—we are submitting
this summary of the Commission's proposals for the near-term regulation of
cable television. 31 F.C.C.2d at 115.
157
 The most expansive bills under consideration are S. 792, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.
(1971), and S. 2427, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971), which are discussed in text at pp. 353-55
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tional bill may well be the result of the vast difference between fore-
casts for cable and CATV's original, and still primary, purpose of
distributing broadcast signals. Consequent governmental uncertainty
has prevented conclusive action in Congress and has necessitated
highly flexible administrative rulemaking. Indeed, the FCC's com-
prehensive review of cable policies resulted in an acknowledgement
that
the fundamental fact [is] that cable is not static but rather
is an emerging technology, with a host of possible services
still to come. It follows that our regulatory pattern must
evolve as cable evolves—and no one can say, at this stage,
what the precise direction will be.'"
Motivated by what it felt were attempts to regulate CATV
through copyright legislation,"" the FCC drafted a bill, S. 792,
which was introduced by the Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee
on Communications, Senator John 0. Pastore.'" In contrast to the
detailed provisions of the copyright bill, the Commission's CATV bill
merely sets forth general guidelines, leaving specific rulemaking powers
to the FCC itself.'" Under S. 792, Title III of the Communications
Act would be amended 102
 to include CATV as a broadcast medium
subject to FCC jurisdiction. Enactment would place CATV within
the ambit of the Commission's public interest mandate, entitling the
FCC to exercise broad jurisdictional powers over both current and
prospective uses for cable in the broadcast and nonbroadcast fields.'"
Since the FCC would be in a position to determine what the public
interest required, the bill arguably suffers from an unduly expansive
delegation of discretionary authority. Consequently, the proposal's
principal advantage of flexibility may be substantially offset by the
opportunities for abuse inherent in an unrestricted grant of administra-
tive power. For instance, despite the inequities it observed in the
cablecasting requirement, the Midwest court might have felt cotn-
infra. Recently, the Massachusetts House of Representatives passed a CATV regulatory
bill. House No. 6076 (July 29, 1971).
138 31 F.C.C.2d at 141.
139 See note 105 supra.
100 S. 792, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
101 In a letter to Senator Pastore dated March 24, 1970, Dean Burch stressed the
need for the amendment. "Under these guidelines, Congress would be directing the
Commission to effect the orderly accommodation of both cable and broadcasting in order
to secure maximum diversity of programming through the maintenance and expansion of
free broadcasting and the provision via cable of multiple reception, origination and re-
lated services." 117 Cong. Rec. 1378 (daily ed. Feb. 17, 1971) (introduced by Senator
Pastore).
102 In another letter to Senator Pastore dated March 11, 1970, Burch remarked: "In
short, the clear advantage of proceeding in this fashion (i.e., agency action under present
or revised Congressional guidelines, with appropriate Congressional oversight of specific
Commission actions) would be the retention of flexibility to adjust policies to changing
circumstances." 117 Cong. Rec. 1378 (daily ed. Feb. 17, 1971).
163 S. 792 proposed 4 331.
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pelled to rule in favor of the FCC, had there been such an expansive
delegation of statutory power.
Other suggested proposals for regulating CATV also claim to pro-
mote the public interest, but, unlike the FCC sponsored bill, they are
committed to a more structured approach. One of these alternatives
would be outright state or municipal ownership of local CATV opera-
tions. Such a proposal was included in a CATV bill which cleared the
Massachusetts House of Representatives and received initial approval
in that state's Senate.'" Section 20 of that bill would allow any city or
town to purchase and maintain a CATV system subject to state regula-
tion similar to that governing a privately owned operation.
The advantage of public control is that it facilitates fulfillment
of the public interest objective of community service. In fact, owner-
ship could exist at the neighborhood levell" with financing arising
from taxes, user fees, advertising, or even sales of public shares. Public
control could effectively accommodate community needs for culture,
education and civic participation while avoiding the pitfalls of private
ownership with its emphasis on maximum profit taking through min-
imal capital investment and mass appeal programming.'" Moreover,
public ownership would eliminate any commercial incentive to restrict
the availability of access channels to the public.'" Notwithstanding its
advantages, however, public ownership will probably never receive
widespread acceptance. Even if municipalities were interested in own-
ership, government operation of existing systems would not only bur-
den taxpayers with the expense of system maintenance but would also
164
 House No. 6076 (July 29, 1971). Similar proposals have also been advanced
for ownership by nonprofit community organizations or even the Public Broadcasting
System. To accommodate the latter, the FCC would have to amend 47 C.F.R. § 74.1131
(1971), which prohibits cross-ownership of local stations. Although not in favor of
exempting noncommercial educational television stations from cross-ownership strictures,
the Commission is considering the idea. 23 F.C.C.2d at 834 n.l.
166 Although neighborhood systems will provide more localized service, offsetting
difficulties arise whether ownership is public or private. As a Brookings study suggests,
audiences will be fragmented for users wanting city-wide coverage, and subscribers of
one system may be prevented from watching presentations of another. Also, smaller
systems will create additional expenses because the cost of the head-end equipment,
designed to amplify signals, will be the same. See, J. McGowan, R. Noll, M. Peck, Pros-
pects and Policies for CATV 46-47, March, 1971 (unpublished report prepared for the
Brookings Studies in the Regulation of Economic Activity, The Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C.) [hereinafter cited as Brookings].
166 Fred W. Friendly, past president of CBS News, condemns CATV entrepreneurs
for disregarding the interests of the community. He notes that of the 2,300 operating
systems, only 26 have installed more than 12 channels, although twenty-channel lines
are readily available. Friendly, Saturday Review, Oct. 10, 1970, at 58-60.
167 The FCC recognizes that "A cable owner has an obvious economic incentive
to devote his bandwidth to profitable channel leasing activities, and might thus be
motivated to restrict use of the access channel. . . ." 31 F.C.C.2d at 129. Moreover,
although some systems have no present intention to cablecast, at higher levels of pene-
tration, program origination may bring in substantial advertising revenue. Consequently,
it is evident that the commercial cable operator's interests may frustrate effective pro-
gram competition.
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have a deleterious impact on private businessmen who have invested
large sums of capital into ongoing commercial CATV enterprises. The
dynamic growth of the cable industry is largely attributable to these
private investors. Unlike public control, which may tend to retard
CATV development, continued private ownership under an effective
regulatory pattern designed to promote competition for local fran-
chises may well encourage accelerated construction and diversification
of services. Further, one of the more pressing problems involves the
potential abuses created by government domination of the means of
access to the homes of private citizens. Inherent in public control is
the possibility of government bias in the presentation of news and
information and the denial of access to users whose views may be
obnoxious to the incumbent government.' Just as governmental su-
pervision over private industry is a necessary buffer between com-
mercial enterprises and the recipients of their services, private owner-
ship of the communications media is equally important to protect the
public from total government control over CATV services, rates, and
program content.
Another proposal which has received serious attention would
subject CATV systems to public utility regulation."' )
 A case for recog-
nizing CATV as a "business affected with a public interest" is sup-
ported by many of the classic tests for imposing public utility status.
Within its service area, the CATV transmission operation is an un-
avoidable monopoly.17° Competition would result in wasteful duplica-
tion of facilities and services by placing excessive demands on valuable
land space and requiring greater average unit costs."' Monopoly
108 Since a considerable amount of the programming and services carried by CATV
is unrelated to the interests of the municipality; there is danger of government interven-
tion in this respect as well. The Sloan Commission makes a similar argument against
ownership by nonprofit or community groups. "We do not vest Madison Square Garden
in a non-profit organization because there is an interest in its use for an occasional
benefit performance." See L. Kestenbaum, Common Carrier Access to Cable Communica-
tions: Regulatory and Economic Issues 39, March 19, 1971 (unpublished report pre-
pared for the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
New York City) [hereinafter cited as Kestenbauml.
100 S. 2427, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
170 Such monopoly status extends only to the business of transmitting messages, not
to program and service origination nor to equipment manufacture and distribution. See
Comments of the Justice Department, Docket No. 18397-A, Dec. 7, 1970, at 18. Even
with nonexclusive franchising, market forces would create monopoly ownership. In a
speech before the National Cable TV Association in Chicago, on April 22, 1971, Com-
missioner Thomas J. Hauser noted that while multiple cable systems in a geographic area
are theoretically feasible at a market penetration level of approximately 30%, the
"economics of the situation would seem to clearly point to merger rather than com-
petition. This situation may exist regardless of the existence of a non-exclusive fran-
chising agreement or statute." FCC News Letter, No. 67441, April 22, 1971.
171 Richard A. Posner, a utility expert, has stated that:
In some respects, a cable system's grid or network of cable is similar to that
of the local water, electrical, gas, or telephone company. As with the supply
of these other services, running more than one company's cable to any home
would involve unnecessary duplication, for a single cable system can carry all
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control, on the other hand, would result in decreasing average unit
costs as output increased. In addition, paradoxically, a single monopo-
listic transmission facility would increase a subscriber's choice of
programs and services by eliminating the necessity of selecting one
of several competing systems. The operator's economic incentives, to-
gether with minimal regulatory supervision, would assure a maximum
range of offerings.
Given its extensive channel capacity and its public access and
two-way switching capabilities, CATV will play an essential role in
the indispensable service of distributing communications signals. Au-
thorities have interpreted the First Amendment principles enunciated
in Red Lion172 to extend to a CATV operation enjoying a transmission
monopoly." 3 Accordingly, the operator must guarantee access to in-
dependent programmers on an equitable basis. In an absence of com-
petition, it is similarly essential that governmental regulation insure
the availability of such unique and socially important facilities to all
potential users and subscribers within the service area.
In its most restrictive application, the public utility approach to
CATV regulation would classify cable systems as common carriers."'
the signals that a subscriber is likely to want and at substantially lower cost than
two or more smaller cables.
R. Posner, Cable Television: The Problem of Local Monopoly 1 (Rand Corp. Memo-
randum, May, 1970) [hereinafter cited as Posner].
172 "It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited market
place of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopo-
lization of that market whether it be by the Government itself or a private licensee."
395 U.S. at 390.
178 Analyzing Red Lion in light of the trends developing in the emerging CATV
industry, the Justice Department has concluded that:
The same [First Amendment] principle is applicable to the CATV operator
enjoying a transmission monopoly. He may not arbitrarily refuse to deal with
an independent programmer, particularly where the CATV operator is in the
business of programming himself. Reasonable and non-discriminatory access to
the system must be provided to all in the trade.
Comments of the U.S. Dept of Justice, appearing in Barnett, Cable Television and
Media Concentration, pt I: Control of Cable Systems, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 221, 239 n.114
(1970).
The Justice Department's prohibition of the monopolization of a transmission
facility may also be justified by resort to the antitrust laws. In a case dealing with a
public utility's transmission of electricity, a United States District Court in Minnesota
imposed a similar access requirement on a local electric utility company. United States
v. Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. 54 (D. Minn. 1971). At issue was whether the
public utility, in refusing both to sell electric power at wholesale and to transmit power
for municipalities it formerly served at retail, had violated the Sherman Act. The court
concluded that the company's unilateral refusal to deal with competitors was an illegal
restraint of trade designed to preserve a monopoly over local transmission lines. In light
of the FCC's public interest objective of securing diverse viewpoints and ideas, the CATV
operator, enjoying an intrinsic transmission monopoly within his service area, might
be equally governed by a fair access requirement. This obligation should be no less
enforceable, regardless of whether the system is given public utility status.
174 See L. Johnson, The Future of Cable Television: Some Problems of Federal
Regulation 55-61 (Rand Corp. Memorandum, Jan., 1970). For a more detailed dis-
cussion see Kestenbaum, supra note 168. A number of CATV commentators have de-
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Imposition of such status would sever the origination function from
the transmission service, thereby stripping CATV operators of con-
trol over program content and services in order to achieve maximum
competition.'" Proponents of common carrier classification fear that
the cable owner as an originator will attempt to thwart competition
from independent programmers much as broadcasters have fought
potential fragmentation of their audiences and revenues from expand-
ing CATV operations. To enhance the value of his programming, an
operator may charge excessive rates or, in some cases, deny access
altogether. If, on the other hand, CATV were limited to leasing chan-
nels at standard rates, economic incentives would motivate CATV to
provide television access, without operator interference, to individual
users and groups unable to afford time on the broadcast medium.'"
At the same time, subscribers would benefit from increased diversity
in innovative programming and specialized nonbroadcast services. In
fact, according to at least one observer, "the only basis upon which
the cable system can develop into the two-way switched public utility
system for which it has such great potential is through its operation
as a common carrier. . . . ,)177
As an answer to the demands of some CATV critics, legislation
was filed to amend the Communications Act to "specifically grant the
FCC jurisdiction over CATV . . . [under a] clear national long-range
policy . . . [which would establish] cable television as a public util-
ity—a recognized monopoly . . . . "178 The bill entitles the Commission
dared themselves at least partially in favor of common carrier classification. This list
includes the President's Task Force on Communications Policy, the Justice Department,
Americans for Democratic Action, the American Civil Liberties Union and the IED/EIA.
See Barnett, supra note 173, at 242. The F.C.C. has noted that "[m]any of those who
testified at our hearings urged that cable's tendency will and indeed should be more
and more toward a common carrier concept. And, that, of course, would have pro-
found regulatory consequences for which the Commission and the Congress must be
prepared." 31 F.C.C.2d at 141.
1 T 5 A paper prepared for the Sloan Commission analyzed an open access CATV
system. According to the proposed model:
The cable operator will function in this system as a common carrier, required
to provide facilities at reasonable rates to all who want to be subscribers and
originators, in quantity reasonably adequate to meet demand. The operator
will be legally prohibited from originating communications over the system and
from controlling any use, except to apply uniform requirements necessary to the
operation of the system. . . .
J. Pemberton, Foreseeable Problems in a System of Maximum Access 4-5, May, 1971
(unpublished report prepared for the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications,
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, New York City) [hereinafter cited as Pemberton].
170 Although not in favor of full common carrier status, Kestenbaum agrees that
"[t]he operation of cable systems on a common carrier basis lessens the emphasis on the
character of the system operator, since benefits are not expected as a result of his good
faith and public spiritness, but rather as a result of the varied initiatives brought by
users of the system." Kestenbaum, supra note 168, at 38-39.
ITT Smith, The Wired Nation, May 18, 1970, at 604 (quoting the American Civil
Liberties Union).
178 117 Cong. Rec. 13065 (daily ed. August 4, 1971) (remarks of Senator Williams
on introduction of S. 2427).
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to ensure the availability of cable's presently recognized as well as
future uses. In addition, the bill would enable the FCC to impose upon
CATV operators the obligations of strict public utility regulation:
The bill provides for the establishment, by the FCC, of
standards of equipment, performance and quality of service,
the establishment of uniform and technical standards for pos-
sible interconnection of cable systems, equality of service to
all communities be they rich or poor and the establishment
of rules insuring fair tariffs to the consumer and a fair rate
of return to the cable system owner.n°
Contrary to the suggestions of proponents of common carrier status,
the bill, while classifying CATV as a public utility, would nevertheless
include it as a broadcast medium under Title III of the Communica-
tions Act. Common carrier access may be required, but operators
would not be restricted from offering their own originations. Perhaps
the bill took into account the fact that immediate elimination of CATV
system presentations might create a void in suitable programming of
local interest's°
Individual programmers and community interest groups are
probably not yet prepared to fill a substantial amount of channel time
and space—even on a no cost basis. Although programming plans
have been introduced by such nationwide packagers as Gridtronics,
Inc., the offerings that they plan to distribute will not differ signifi-
cantly from the material presented on broadcast television."' In
effect, imposition of common carrier status may sacrifice the very
objectives its advocates hope to achieve. At least for the present, the
public interest would best be served by permitting CATV operators
to contribute local programs and services."'
Another reason for not applying common carrier status to CATV
is that such a classification would impose an inordinate financial and
technical burden on local systems. As a common carrier, CATV would
be required to provide uniform as well as universal service within its
franchise area.'ss Without heavy governmental subsidization, cable
179 Id. at 13066.
180
 This problem would be especially acute where there is inadequate over-the-air
television service. See remarks of Senator Williams, supra note 6. In these areas, to
attract additional subscribers, it may be consistent with the CATV operator's profit
motive to provide local news and public service presentations.
181 Gridtronics plans to program over four channels: one each for information, in-
structional purposes, feature movies, and professional use. No provisions have been made
to promote CATV's potential to serve specific community needs. The Wired Nation,
supra note 117, at 588.
182
 As for the present, the FCC has recognized that operator origination will
ensure that facilities are available for use by others. 20 F.C.C.2d at 209. In addition,
access to government and nonprofit users will probably not create serious competitive
impact; and, since "the system operator is already competing for audience with local
and distant over the air signals ... the additional impact of [commercial] users is not
likely to be substantial." Kestenbaum, supra note 168, at 31.
183 The cable operator would be required to offer and maintain, without charge,
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companies would not be able to bear the cost. This is especially true in
areas where there is adequate broadcast coverage or where the expense
would be prohibitive either because the cable must be laid underground
or because extensive wiring is necessitated by sparse population den-
sity."'
Even without direct imposition of common carrier status, the
bill does permit elaborate regulation which is a traditional component
of both public utility and common carrier status. The desirability of
such regulation has been seriously questioned both for its efficiency
and its effect on free market incentives. 185 Furthermore, it is doubtful
that such regulation is presently warranted for cable systems. 188 While
it may be true, as the Justice Department asserts, "that something
stronger than encouragement is often needed to persuade a monopolist
to grant access to a potential competitior—in this case a potential
programmer,"'" adequate access can be effectuated by limited regu-
latory intervention. In light of cable's multi-channel capacity and the
resultant existence of excess space, minimal regulation is required. 188
100% subscriber connection throughout his franchise area to channels on the
operator's broadband system that are devoted to educational usage, municipal
services, political and nonprofit organizations, and perhaps even other services,
such as first class mail. Such "free" service would stop short at entertainment
and sports broadcasting, and commercial and banking services.
Model proposed in Pemberton, supra note 175, at 7.
184 See Brookings, supra note 165, at 54. This study also denies the feasibility of a
cross-subsidization plan, such as that used by the rural electrification system, because
"potential revenues in the system are simply not as large as revenues for other utilities,
yet the costs are considerably higher." Id, at 55.
tsa Posner, Natural Monopoly and Its Regulation, 21 Stan. L. Rev. 548 (1969).
180 Currently five states—Connecticut, Nevada, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Hawaii
—have conferred public utility status on CATV systems. 117 Cong. Rec. 13065 (daily ed.
Aug. 4, 1971). The court in TV Pi; Inc. v. Taylor, 304 F. Supp. 459 (D. Nev. 1968),
aff'd, 396 U.S. 556 (1969), held that, absent federal preemption, the states can regulate
local aspects of CATV as a public utility. In these states, however, there has been little
effort to construct cable systems. Aside from additional considerations pertaining to the
individual states, the traditional limits on rate of return on investment and utility type
rather than growth-type debt/equity ratios have discouraged low risk public utility
investors because CATV is "unseasoned and has no proven earnings track record." J.
Adler and J. Karl, The Financial Impact of Proposed Federal and State Regulations on
a Typical CATV System 20, March 16, 1971 (unpublished report prepared for the Sloan
Commission on Cable Communications, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, New York City).
See also Posner, supra note 171, at 27. In addition, public utility regulation on a na-
tional basis will not likely result. Regulating the thousands of cable systems operating
throughout the nation would present a formidable undertaking to a single administrative
agency. See 31 F.C.C.2d at 136.
187 Comments of Justice Dep't, FCC Docket No. 18397, Sept. 5, 1969, at 10 in
Barnett, supra note 173, at 245 n.150. The Department does not, however, favor public
utility regulation. It asserts that "for CATV to reach its full potential [as a broadband
communications medium], it is necessary that it be permitted to compete effectively, on
its merits, with the broadcast and other mass media." Comments of Justice Dep't, FCC
Docket No. 18397-A, December 7, 1970, at 15.
188 A flexible regulatory procedure is now in force in New York City. The access
obligation is ensured by requiring the system operator to lease time and studio facilities
on a first-come, first-served basis. Rates will be revised if found unreasonably restrictive,
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Full common carrier benefits can be achieved merely by the allocation
of specified numbers of channels to serve designated functions"' and
by the requirement that the operator carry all acceptable programming
on a fair and nondiscriminatory basis."° Satisfactory compliance with
these obligations would ensure access to independent programmers at
reasonable rates on a first-come, first-served basis while simultaneously
permitting the operator to engage in origination on unused channels.
Market incentives indicate the inadvisability of detailed regula-
tion of rate levels or return on investment. Since the operator's primary
source of revenue accrues from the system as a whole, his principal
means of inducing subscriber support is to emphasize the system's
utility to the community as a multi-channel transmission facility.
Significant market penetration would be achieved not so much by
emphasizing the value of programming carried on any particular
channel, as by offering would-be viewers a larger selection of attrac-
tive programs and essential services at minimal expense."' Conse-
and amounts of time leased may be regulated to prevent long-term monopolization of
leased channels. Kestenbaum, supra note 168, at 18.
189
 The FCC may have been heading in the right direction when it considered re-
quiring the "development of sufficient channel availability on all new CATV systems to
serve specific recognized functions." In addition to one allocated for local origination,
channels would be allocated for government use, free public access, commercial leasing
and instructional purposes. To insure the availability of such channels, the FCC proposed
to establish a specified minimum channel capacity requirement and to condition impor-
tation of distant signals upon fulfillment of the requirements. 24 F.C.C.2d at 586-87. The
Justice Department has specifically opposed any definite channel allocation requirement.
It favors, instead, a broad general access obligation ensuring "development of channel
utilization on a demand basis." The Department fears both that inflexible channel re-
strictions will prove "unnecessarily burdensome" by denying an opportunity for experi-
mentation and learning, and that free channel access to some users will result in increased
rates for others. Comments of the Justice Dep't, Docket No. 18397-A, Dec. 7, 1970,
at 21-22. These concerns may be unnecessary. First, allocations could be enforced only
to the extent necessary to ensure sufficient availability of CATV's channels for all prospec-
pective users. Channel designations need not be inflexible, but could be modified on an
ad hoc basis according to the demands of each serviced community. Secondly, free or
"at cost" use of only several of a CATV's channels would hardly put a dent in the
operation's financial structure. Moreover, the offering of such services would attract po-
tential subscribers during CATV's transitional growth stage.
199
 The FCC has adopted a nondiscriminatory access requirement in its proposed
rules. 31 F.C.C.2d at 132. Such an obligation raises the question of potential civil and
criminal liability. Citing the recent Supreme Court cases, New York Times Co. v. Sulli-
van, 376 U.S. 254 (1964) and Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc., 403 U.S. 29 (1971),
the FCC has stated that "rtlhere is little if any possibility of a criminal suit in a situa-
tion where the system has no right of control and has no specific intent to violate the
law." As for libel suits, the FCC has indicated that "[t]he possible number and scope of
such actions is . . . severely limited." 31 F.C.C.2d at 132-33.
105
 The desirability of rate setting may be a factor where competition is inadequate
to protect subscribers and users alike against monopoly abuses such as excessive charges
and discrimination. Presently there is sufficient competition in both CATV's broadcast
and nonbroadcast functions to warrant a more liberal regulatory policy. Cable rates are
kept in check by the availability of free over-the-air broadcasting, especially from local
UHF independents. Even in . areas without adequate over-the-air television, "competitive
limitations arise from the small size of the market, the yardstick of other markets, the
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quently, the operator may be motivated to make the system's channels
available at no cost to government and nonprofit users and at com-
petitive rates to potential commercial programmers. If, in the future,
cable penetration reaches such significant proportions that the oper-
ator's primary incentive will no longer be to attract additional sub-
scribers but to maximize the revenues of his origination channels, then
common carrier status might be entertained as a possible solution.'
Since cable is developing into what may prove to be the most effi-
cient means of delivering signals, CATV must assume some aspects
of public utility responsibility. Nevertheless, to realize the prospect
of a versatile communications network, regulation must maximize
the incentive to construct and maintain CATV systems. Although the
future of cable may be solely that of a carrier, for the present CATV
can function as a carrier without being a common carrier subject to
public utility regulation. Regarded as a quasi-common carrier, CATV
would neither be subject to standardized pricing policies or detailed
rate regulation nor be restrained from originating. The functions of
the system would include delivery of broadcast television signals,
carriage of user programs and services, and presentation of operator
originated programming. While monopoly ownership may occur in
the transmission phase of the operation, competition would be pro-
moted in the business of originating programs and services.
B. By Whom Should CATV Be Regulated?
To ensure adequate regulatory standards, quasi-common carrier
status should be established preemptively by the federal government.
Lacking the necessary financial resources and expertise, states and
municipalities have not been successful in asserting effective regulatory
controls." As the FCC has recognized, "absent affirmative Commis-
availability of other media to advertisers, etc." Kestenbaum, supra note 168, at 22. Rates
for many potential nonbroadcast uses are likewise limited by competition from telephone
and telegraph systems.
192 This alternative may be especially necessitated if broadcast television decides
to operate over the cable. Nevertheless, CATV systems might be allowed to spin off
separate affiliates which would continue to engage in programming. In fact, Commis-
sioner Hauser does not rule out the long-range possibility of "some kind of CATV pro-
gramming network—a resource for the creation, production, and distribution of pro-
gramming of both limited and mass appeal." The network would operate by leasing time
on individual affiliated cable systems. FCC Newsletter, No. 67441 (April 22, 1971). The
advantage of ensuring such a long-range option would be immediately recognizable dur-
ing the transitional phase of the industry's development. CATV operators, assured that
they will not lose their origination rights upon attaining a certain level of subscriber
penetration, would have an added incentive to provide quality programming.
1" According to the President's Task Force, "local authorities have thus far been
cautious in asserting appropriate regulatory controls." President's Task Force on Com-
munications Policy, Final Report, ch. 7, at 51 (1968). Senator Williams, in his remarks
on S. 2427, was more emphatic. "This city-by-city franchise approach to cable tele-
vision development has been spectacularly unsuccessful. . . . And, there have been
major scandals involving the awarding of franchises in New York, Pennsylvania, and
Florida." 117 Cong. Rec. 13065 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1971) (remarks of Senator Williams
on introduction of S. 2427).
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sion action, state and local bodies would be free in other areas of regu-
lation to style cable growth in a manner at odds with the Commission's
nationwide regulatory plan."'" The problem remains as to how the
responsibility of regulation should be structured. In practice, the
regulation of thousands of cable systems throughout the country by
a single administrative agency would be an unmanageable burden."'
On the other hand, local governments, having special awareness of the
problems and needs of their service areas, would be in an optimum
position to perform specific regulating functions. For these reasons,
complete federal regulation should be restricted to such concerns as
carriage of broadcast signals, cross ownership of cable and other media,
and equal employment opportunities. With respect to other aspects of
CATV, federal regulation should be limited to establishing minimal
standards designed to facilitate nationwide interconnection and to
ensure fair and adequate service to all communities."'
Since total preemption, accompanied by federal licensing, would
not be feasible, the question remains as to whom the FCC should
delegate the implementation and supervision of its broad regulatory
standards. The Commission has not yet determined whether juris-
diction should be extended to both state and municipal authorities.'"
Proceeding in this area, the FCC should consider establishing a two-
tiered division of authority—federal and municipal—which would by-
pass the state level. Elimination of state regulation would be helpful
in removing utility-type standardization and taxation. Both the desir-
ability of encouraging community involvement in the regulation of a
primarily local service and CATV's need for free market regulation
suggest the advantage of this approach. State regulation implies at
least partial utility-type control over rate of return, quality of service
and technical standards. Imposition of state authority over local
aspects of CATV may thereby hinder the national goals of uniformity
of service and system interconnection. Moreover, any industry can
afford only so much regulation in terms of license and franchise fees.
The Commission recognizes that "some provision to ensure reasonable-
ness in this respect is necessary for a variety of reasons."'" Its prin-
cipal concern is that:
The ultimate effect of any revenue-raising fee is to levy an
indirect and regressive tax on cable subscribers, and our
194 31 F.C.C.2d at 136.
1 t4 Id.
196 The FCC plans to adopt proposals in which its "provisions will be designed to
impose a general standard of franchise responsibility while leaving specific substantive
decisions to local authorities." Id. at 138. To safeguard the interest of the local com-
munities, the areas of complete federal jurisdiction and those in which the FCC should
establish only general guidelines should be set out in legislation. Naturally, provision
should be made for exercising some flexibility, but the varying needs and wishes of these
localities must be sufficiently protected against federal encroachment and unnecessary
standardization.
lor 31 F.C.C.2d at 138-39.
199 Id. at 138.
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further concern is that the combination of high local franchise
fees and cable's other financial responsibilities may so burden
the industry that it will be unable to carry out its part of an
integrated national communications program.'"
Although the Commission's remarks are directed at instances of
local exaction of "high franchise fees for revenue-raising rather than
regulatory purposes," the effect of compounding federal, state, and
municipal taxation (in addition to CATV's other expenses) would be
even more damaging to the public interest. Adoption of a two-tiered
system, without state involvement, would be most advantageous to
subscribers, users and the CATV system itself.
In addition to being disadvantageous, state regulation may be en-
tirely unnecessary. The FCC can attain its national objectives merely
by establishing minimum requirements in the municipal franchising
process. Issuing authorities would be obligated to acknowledge federal
standards regarding quality of service, reasonability of subscriber
and user rates, franchise fees, technical capacity and construction
deadlines. Within the broad federal guidelines, municipalities would
service complaints and set more detailed requirements concerning
division of community coverage and specification of rates and channel
uses?" This system of regulation provides the advantage of maximum
flexibility in tailoring CATV service to meet community needs while
assuring sufficient national uniformity. The community could choose
among the plans submitted by prospective CATV operators by bargain-
ing for the system package offering the best schedule of rates, services
and technical standards.
Most crucial in this system of dual regulation is federal super-
vision of the local franchising procedure. Since the CATV operator
will be entrusted with limited monopoly rights over an essential
community service, the Commission must ensure that the municipal
authority has made provisions for fair public notice and hearing
procedures prior to reaching a contract agreement. These provisions
entail a public invitation for submission of bids and provision of an
opportunity for interested persons to contest the awarding of the
franchise to objectionable applicants.' Equally important, the issuing
1 "9 Id. The Commission notes "the likelihood that cable systems may, in the near
future, be subjected to Congressionally-imposed copyright fees." Moreover, requirements
for free public access and governmental and educational channels will also be financially
burdensome.
200 As the Commission has asserted in the past, "reporting requirements ... the
Commission's complaint procedures, and the statutory cease and desist procedure would,
however, provide a check against flagrant abuse of [the local government's delegated
powers]." 15 F.C.C.2d at 425 n.I1.
201 The Commission plans to "require that the cable system, before commencing
operation with broadcast signals, file a copy of its franchise with [the FCC] and a
certificate showing that the franchising authority in a public proceeding has considered
the system operator's legal and financial qualifications, and the adequacy and feasibility
of his construction arrangements." 31 F.C.C.2d at 136. Nevertheless, the FCC makes
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authority must be required at the contracting stage to take initial
steps to preserve its bargaining power over the successful bidder.
Accordingly, a reasonable limitation must be placed on the duration
of the franchise to protect against a "franchise in perpetuity"; never-
theless, the duration should be sufficient to encourage long range plan-
ning.202
 The Commission suggests adoption of a fifteen year period
with a reasonable renewal period. 203 Such tenure may prove too long
to prevent both inertia and, in effect, perpetual ownership. It is sub-
mitted that a ten year contract with successive five year renewal
options, subject to mandatory public hearing requirements, would
prove more advisable. This procedure would maximize protection of
the public interest by generating "yardstick competition" among
CATV systems servicing different franchises. 204 Facing an effective
threat of possible franchise loss, the CATV operator would be moti-
vated by economic incentives to provide his franchise area with quality
service at reasonable rates.
VI. THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
Fearing possible fragmentation of local audiences and a subse-
quent reduction in advertising revenue, broadcasters have argued that
the FCC's August 5, 1971, proposals have given expansion-minded
CATV interests an unwarranted competitive edge. 205 In response to
these complaints, the newly created Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) 200 worked out a compromise plan which it offered
on November 2, 1971.2" Although in general more palatable
to broadcasters, the compromise does retain a substantial portion of
the FCC's ideas and, in fact, in certain respects is even more favorable
no provisions for a right to challenge the local certification process at the federal level
and only encourages provisions for public invitation of bids and public notice and
hearing procedures. Id. These rights are essential if citizens are to be allowed an oppor-
tunity to protect their interests and if the enfranchising process is to be more than a mere
formality.
202 As the Commission recognizes "[tihis obviously requires striking a balance
between a sufficient time scale to attract venture capital and, in effect, a franchise in
perpetuity. The latter is unsatisfactory to state and local regulatory authorities and
would be an invitation to obsolescence, because of cable's explosive technological develop-
ment." Id. at 137-38.
203 Id.
204 Antitrust and multiple ownership rules must be adopted to preserve the com-
munity's opportunity to compare and choose among competing systems. The FCC was
considering cross- and multiple-ownership restrictions in its 1970 proceedings. Docket No.
18397, 23 F.C.C.2d 816 (1970), later reassigned to Docket No. 18891, 23 F.C.C.2d 833
(1970). Efforts to promote diversity of ownership should balance enforcement of a
total prohibition of single owner control, which would discourage competition, and
imposition of ineffectual rules, which would create a "Mother Bell" among cable systems.
205 Wall Street Journal, Nov. 11, 1971, at 28, col. 3.
205 President Nixon established the Office of Telecommunications Policy by Exec.
Order No. 11,556, 3 C.F.R. 158 (1971), 47 U.S.C. 305 (1970).
203 On Nov. 2, the director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, Clay T.
Whitehead, handed National Cable Television Association board chairman John Gwin
the OTP compromise plan Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1971, at 16.
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to CATV operations."' Under the plan CATV would still be required
to provide a minimum service of three independent and three network
stations in the top fifty markets; two independent and three network
stations in the next fifty markets; and one independent and three
network stations below the top one hundred markets. 202 If minimum
quotas could not be fulfilled by carriage of local stations, CATV oper-
ators would be entitled to import distant signals. In addition, the
compromise would enhance the originally proposed right to import
two additional distant signals above the minimum service standards
by elimination of the FCC requirement that at least one of the first
two imported signals be that of a UHF station.
Despite its .extension of many of the FCC's proposed rules, the
OTP plan is overall more restrictive than the CATV policy put
forward by the FCC. For this reason, although not without some ob-
jection,210
 broadcasters have found the new plan more acceptable.
While not reducing the number of distant signals, the compromise
would place strict limitations on their availability. 211 . Anti-leapfrogging
regulations would restrict the point of origin of the first two imported
signals, if taken from the top twenty-five markets, to one of the two
closest such markets. For a third signal, priority would have to he
given to UHF stations, as set forth in the FCC proposal. In addition,
the compromise would facilitate the imposition of copyright regula-
tion by subjecting larger cable operations to compulsory licensing and
the payment of royalty fees. Most important, however, although pro-
tection for network programs would be reduced from same-day to
simultaneous exclusivity, local broadcasters in the nation's top fifty
markets would be able to prevent importation of movies and syndi-
cated material for the duration of an exclusive contract. The same
provisions would protect exclusivity rights in the 51-100 largest mar-
kets for a maximum length of two years. As some compensation,
CATV would be able to substitute signals from any distant station
when exclusivity requirements force it to delete programming from
a distant top twenty-five station whose signal it normally carries.
Since CATV would be denied transmission of the most attractive
distant station programs, the proposed regulations would significantly
retard cable's entry into the largest television markets. Consequently,
cable owners were initially reluctant to accept the OTP's redraft of
the earlier proposal."' Nevertheless, despite dissatisfaction with the
208 See discussion of the FCC's August 3, 1971, proposals in regard to signal car-
riage at note 32 and accompanying text supra.
200 For a text of the proposed compromise see Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1971, at 16-17.
210 The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters has termed the permission
granted for cable's carriage of distant signals a subsidy. N.Y. Times, Nov. 12, 1971, at 83,
col. 4.
211 Broadcasters fear that unlimited use of distant signal carriage will lead to a
cable "superstation"—a conglomeration of cable systems throughout the country into a
fourth national network. N.Y. Times, Nov. 11, 1971, at 19, col. 1.
212 The NCTA's first reaction was to resist efforts to impose the compromise. It saw
a possibility for success on the grounds that while FCC Chairman Dean Burch "is not
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compromise, the National Cable Television Association (NCTA)
quickly agreed to accept the plan."' The compromise is widely sup-
ported by Congress and even the FCC, 214
 which no doubt would rather
adopt a revision of its own proposals than be without any effective
regulatory procedure. Moreover, should the NCTA have refused to
reach a settlement, the controversy would have shifted to Congress
where indeterminable delays would necessarily result. Unquestionably,
CATV would suffer the most from any such delays."' Acceptance of
the compromise proposal, on the other hand, facilitates adoption of new
rules within the Commission's original March 1, 1972, timetable.'"
Although the compromise will no doubt be adopted and promul-
gated by the FCC in forthcoming rules, the need for effective policy
guidance from Congress should not be overlooked. Unfortunately, since
CATV regulation has become such a controversial political issue, Con-
gress has not yet shown a willingness to confront the necessity of legis-
lative action."' Such congressional hesitancy may ultimately frustrate
the public interest objective of the Communications Act, for two rea-
sons. In light of the Midwest Video holding, the FCC may be without
power to enforce a considerable portion of the proposed package of ad-
ministrative rules, thus creating a potential for chaos in the communica-
tions field. The fact that the NCTA has agreed to the compromise is no
guarantee that individual cable companies will submit to FCC au-
thority. If Congress does, in fact, want to assure the implementation
of a diversified communications system, it should provide the FCC
with the necessary statutory guidance and power. Second, and most
important, the accepted compromise is primarily concerned with the
economic well-being of the broadcast and CATV industries. As is evi-
denced by the denial of full CATV services to the citizens of the largest
cities, too little concern has been shown for the needs of the public.
It would seem that CATV has become a tool of corporate profit-mak-
ing rather than a servant of the community. Governmental decision-
making with respect to CATV should be concerned foremost with
effectuating such national policy as will most benefit the people CATV
opposed to agreement, • . , he never said that, in the absence of agreement, he would
not go ahead with the commission's plans." Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1971 at 18, (statement
of John Gwin).
213 Both the NCTA and the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) gave their
approval to the compromise on Nov. 10, 1971. Wall Street Journal, Nov. 11, 1971, at
28, col. 3.
214 Id.; Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1971, at 17.
215 A continuation of the Commission's current regulatory posture with its ban on
distant signal carriage will primarily benefit over-the-air broadcasters.
210 According to Broadcasting magazine, Gwin admitted that acceptance of a
compromise would establish a secure starting place for future cable growth. Broadcasting,
Nov. 8, 1971, at 18.
217 White House sources have indicated that the OTP may be preparing legislative
proposals. Id. at 17. It is hoped that the introduction of executive policy recommenda-
tions will spur Congress to affirmative action.
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is designed to serve!" It is submitted that by allowing adoption of
compromise regulations designed to protect the monetary interests of
competing industries, the federal government has neglected its obliga-
tion to promote the public interest. ,
CONCLUSION
From its modest beginnings as a simple antenna on the hill, CATV
has developed in recent years into an important vehicle for preserv-
ing the socio-economic structure of the community. In contrast to the
present over-the-air broadcasting structure, a wired system will make
both public service and entertainment programming responsive to the
demands of the people it serves. Cable programming, by its nature,
is not diffused arbitrarily to mass audiences who happen to be situated
within range of a station's antenna, but rather is directed solely to
those subscribers specifically requesting certain presentations. CATV
can thus serve the precise needs of local governments, demographic
groups, institutional users, and, most importantly, individual citizens.
In this manner, communities within the overall complex can receive
optimum individualized service which, at the same time, integrates
them within the national framework.
CATV thus awaits public acceptance. Adverse governmental re-
action to CATV, however, has prevented cable television from effec-
tively demonstrating its potential applications. In the past, the govern-
ment's unfavorable posture has resulted directly from its misguided
attempts to preserve "free" local television at all costs. Even now
that a compromise proposal has been accepted, delays appear immi-
nent. It is likely that acceptance of CATV will not be achieved until
effective statutory regulation designed to promote the interests of the
public, not those of the television industry, is established on a national
scale. Unfortunately, a favorable solution has thus far been frustrated.
Incumbent politicians who can afford broadcast coverage may not be
willing to facilitate cable access to potential rivals. Moreover, with
their political fortunes often dependent upon favorable broadcast
television exposure and network-dominated news analysis, legislative
and administrative officials may be wary of contravening the interests
of over-the-air broadcasting systems.
The public should be made aware that cable television can play
a vital role in fulfilling community needs for news, information and
entertainment programming. Given its special technical capabilities,
CATV should be recognized for its ability to expedite formation of
public opinion and resolution of effective decision-making. In the
political process alone, candidates and elected officials should find
CATV exposure far more efficient than broadcast television as a means
of reaching their constituents. More important, if cable is provided
218 The Antitrust Division of the Justice Department, which has in the past fought
the broadcast industry's efforts to stifle cable growth, may object because the compromise
might hinder effective competition. N.Y. Times, Nov. 12, 1971, at 83, col. 2.
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an opportunity to develop its market appeal, the resultant competition
with broadcast television will alleviate any hesitancy on the part of
the government to effectuate regulations necessary to improve the
broadcast television medium. With an optimum balance of control
between the government and private enterprise, television communi-
cations will finally be made responsive to the needs of the public.
ANDREW P. BRILLIANT
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